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1. About the Career Pathways Design Study

Career pathways approaches to workforce development offer articulated education and training steps between occupations in an industry sector, combined with support services, to enable individuals to enter and exit training within a pathway at various levels and to advance over time to higher skills, recognized credentials, and better jobs with higher pay. Each step on a career pathway is designed explicitly to prepare individuals to progress to the next level of employment and/or education. Career pathways strategies have a sectoral focus, targeting jobs in industries of importance to local and regional economies and striving to build strong relationships with employers. States and localities across the United States have increasingly adopted career pathways approaches.

The career pathways framework evolved over the last decade as a response to emerging evidence on labor market changes and on the limits of previous employment and training strategies. In the labor market, individuals with a high school education or less experienced stagnating wages and relatively high unemployment over the last 30 years, whereas those with postsecondary credentials experienced economic gains (Autor, 2015; Carnevale, Jayasundera, & Gulish, 2016). In the workforce development field, researchers studying long-term outcomes found that the two most common employment strategies for low-income adults—quick job placement or stand-alone basic skills instruction—neither increased employment and earnings over the long run nor helped participants escape poverty (Hendra & Hamilton, 2015). By emphasizing postsecondary job skills, career pathways approaches seek to respond to these labor market changes and to deliver larger and longer-lasting impacts than previous employment and training strategies. The career pathways framework also seeks to incorporate promising features of recent workforce development innovations, such as targeting industry sectors and integrating basic education with job training (Werner et al., 2013). In addition, the career pathways approach involves providing a range of supports to students including advising, financial assistance, and connections to the labor market and jobs.

The rapid rise of career pathways strategies, including an emphasis on them in the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA), creates a need for more evidence on this approach. To date, research on career pathways programs suggests that they may prove more effective than earlier generations of employment and training strategies if early positive impacts on attainment of educational credentials (both certificates and degrees) ultimately translate into sustained economic benefits (Elliott & Roder, 2017; Rolston, Copson, & Gardiner, 2017; Martinson, Copson, Gardiner, & Kitrosser, 2018). Although substantial career pathways research is in progress, more research is needed to enhance the field’s knowledge about career pathways strategies, how best to configure them, and their long-term effects.

WIOA requires the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) to “conduct a multistate study to develop, implement, and build upon career advancement models and practices for low-wage healthcare providers or providers of early education and child care” (29 U.S. Code § 3224(b)(4)(I)). In response, the Chief Evaluation Office (CEO) at DOL funded the Career Pathways Design Study and contracted

---

1 For a comprehensive history of how the career pathways framework evolved, see The Evolution and Potential of Career Pathways (U.S. Department of Education, 2015). For a review of how career pathways program and system approaches are currently defined in national frameworks and in practice, see this project’s Career Pathways Implementation Synthesis report (Sarna & Strawn, 2018).
with Abt Associates to develop evaluation design options that could address critical gaps in knowledge related to the approach, implementation, and success of career pathways strategies generally, and in early care and education specifically (given the scarcity of information on it relative to healthcare).

This report provides information on potential research approaches to answering key questions about career pathways strategies that we identified as most relevant to the workforce development field and that also are less likely to be fully addressed by current ongoing research. It outlines a range of design options informed by completed and ongoing studies. These options also reflect the current state of implementation of career pathways program- and system-level initiatives, as well as respond to DOL’s interest in improving employment and earnings outcomes for youth and adults.

Before detailing these research approaches, this report summarizes what we learned in the first, knowledge development phase of this project about current evidence and implementation in the career pathways field. It then describes priority research questions that emerged from that work and concludes by outlining the remainder of the report.

### 1.1 Findings from the Knowledge Development Phase

To understand the current state of the career pathways field and inform the evaluation design options to be presented in this report, Abt first undertook a knowledge development effort that produced reports on (1) research and evaluation relevant to career pathways approaches, (2) the implementation of existing career pathways initiatives, and (3) the potential for career pathways approaches in early care and education (ECE). This section summarizes the scope, methodologies, and major findings from these reports. Because the approaches used in the first two reports overlap, we summarize them together below, and then describe the ECE report separately.

#### 1.1.1 Career Pathways Research/Evaluation and Implementation

**Scope and Methodologies**

The first report (*Career Pathways Research and Evaluation Synthesis*; Schwartz, Strawn, & Sarna, 2018) explored relevant research and evaluation. This review focused primarily on the type, scope, and setting of career pathways research that either has been completed or is ongoing; on what research questions have been asked; key findings to date; and areas for further research.

We conducted a broad scan of research on career pathways interventions as of February 2017, which identified 52 studies, both complete and ongoing. We included studies of interventions that (1) focus on adults (including young adults, but excluding high school students); (2) include occupational training; and (3) describe themselves as involving career pathways, or which include at least some key element(s) of the pathways approach.²

The research report categorized studies as examining either *system-level* or *program-level* interventions, or both. System-level interventions address, at least in part, the six career pathways systems elements that DOL described in its Career Pathways Toolkit (2015). The six elements are (1) build cross-agency partnerships and clarify roles, (2) identify industry sectors and engage employers, ² For example, we included studies of several training efforts that were not explicitly career pathways approaches—in some cases predating the concept—where there were major studies of interventions representing core elements of the career pathways model, such as sector training partnerships or integrated basic education and training.
(3) design education and training programs, (4) identify funding needs and sources, (5) align policies and programs, and (6) measure system change and performance.

We categorized interventions as program-level if they included elements of the WIOA definition of career pathways: programs that provide individualized training and supports that (1) align with the skill demands of the state and local economy; (2) prepare individuals to be successful in a range of secondary and postsecondary education options; (3) include academic and career counseling, as well as non-academic supports; (4) provide, as appropriate, concurrent and accelerated program designs; and (5) help individuals to enter or advance within a specific occupation or occupational cluster.

Many of the interventions documented in the report included only some of the elements in these system-level and program-level definitions.

Whether system or program level, we also noted in our analysis whether or not an intervention provided more than one step of education or training in a career pathway; or if not, that it at least closely linked its training to the specific next training step(s) and actively helped participants enroll in that next step. We chose to highlight multiple steps of training as a proxy for understanding the extent to which sites in a study focused on career advancement, arguably the most distinctive feature of the career pathways framework. By “steps” we mean training opportunities that result in successively higher levels of skills within a career pathway, such as entry-level, mid-level, and advanced training, which correspond to specific, increasingly better-paying jobs.

The second report (Career Pathways Implementation Synthesis; Sarna & Strawn, 2018) synthesized high-level information about implementation of 128 career pathways initiatives as of February 2017. Drawing on information from publications and websites, as well as insights from 21 experts with experience at the local, state, and national levels in career pathways approaches, it described the type, scope, and setting of past and present career pathways initiatives; described how career pathways approaches appear to be defined in practice; summarized experts’ views about the state of the career pathways field, successes and challenges, and priority research needs; and outlined possible directions for future research.

Findings in Brief
The Research and Evaluation Synthesis report identified 52 studies of career pathways approaches and related efforts (such as sectoral training). We used the presence of multiple steps of training as a proxy for how “fully developed” a career pathways effort was. Through this lens, about three-quarters of studies (39 of 52) focused on career advancement involving multiple steps of training (and had at least one site that offered multiple steps of training). That is, they were “fully developed.” In just 12 of these 39 studies, all of the sites studied met that definition. This suggests that the research on fully developed career pathways initiatives is fairly limited.

In contrast, in the Implementation Synthesis report, which looked at career pathways efforts regardless of whether they were the subject of research or not, a higher proportion of initiatives (54 of 128, or 42 percent) consisted of efforts in which every site included multiple steps of training. This suggests that

---

3 For a complete discussion of findings, including matrices with details of each study and implemented initiative reviewed, please consult the full reports: Schwartz et al. (2018) and Sarna & Strawn (2018).
there may be a greater focus on pathway advancement out in the field than is captured in career pathways research at this time.

We also found that program-level interventions are much more numerous than system-level ones. Among the 52 research studies, 51 of them looked at program-level efforts; and, although 20 looked at system-level interventions, the research on most of them was in conjunction with program-level interventions. However, these numbers may understate the reach of system-level efforts because they typically have a broader geographic scope (e.g., an entire state or region). Just two studies explicitly conducted systems-change analyses. Among the career pathways efforts in practice, about one-fifth (23 of 128) of initiatives were solely system-level efforts. This suggests that there may be greater focus on implementing system-level career pathways efforts in the field than is reflected in the research.

Career pathways efforts in the healthcare sector were by far the most commonly implemented (and researched). Other common sectors included manufacturing, information technology, and business (e.g., accounting, office/clerical occupations). Career pathways programs most commonly targeted low-income individuals; typical participants were high school graduates in their late 20s or 30s and more likely to be female than male. Few studies included substantial percentages of people of Hispanic descent or youth, and few included significant percentages of individuals with employment barriers such as no high school diploma, very low skills (less than eighth grade), limited English proficiency, criminal records, or disabilities.

The studies asked a diverse set of research questions, most commonly focused on what the intervention was, how it was implemented, and whether it was effective. Thirty-eight of the 42 studies for which we identified outcomes included at least one employment outcome (most frequently earnings, employment, and hourly wage); 29 included at least one education outcome (most frequently the receipt of a certificate or degree). Only about one-third of the studies in our review included research questions that either specifically mentioned career pathways in a question or included questions about an intervention that was explicitly described as a career pathways approach.

Among the studies we identified, findings have been published for four quasi-experimental and eight experimental evaluations—using methods that allow researchers to attribute outcomes to the program—that measured the impact of the program on participants’ outcomes. (This is in contrast to non-experimental, descriptive studies, which document program implementation or measure and describe participants’ outcomes, but do not use a comparison or control group to approximate what would have happened in the absence of the program and therefore determine whether the program caused a change in outcomes.) Highlights of the findings include the following:

---

4 Career pathways participants may be more likely to be female because many studies were of the healthcare sector, which tends to employ more women than men.

5 In brief, an experimental evaluation involves randomly assigning eligible units (be they people, organizations, or geographic locations, for example) to gain access to one condition (a policy, program, or intervention) or to be denied such access (control). Any differences between outcomes for the two groups are attributable to the intervention under study. A quasi-experimental design uses methods other than random assignment to estimate a counterfactual condition (or what would have happened in the absence of the intervention), from which to estimate impacts.
Ten of these published impact findings are for short-term (one to two years) and medium-term (three to four years) follow-up periods. Two studies to date have reported impact findings for long-term outcomes (five years or longer). This represents a significant evidence gap because analyses comparing short-term and long-term impacts for education and training programs find that results can change substantially over time, with economic impacts for skill development often small initially but growing larger with longer-term follow-up (Card, Kluve, & Weber, 2010; King, 2004). In addition, short- and medium-term follow-up likely will fail to capture the extent to which participants advance or not through more than one step of career pathways training and/or employment over time—a central question for the career pathways model.

Nine of these impact studies examined earnings. Three found statistically significant positive results, five found mixed results, and one found mostly negative results.6

Ten of the studies examined educational outcomes. Seven found statistically significant positive results, one found mixed results, and two found mostly negative results.

Of the eight random assignment studies reporting impacts, only one included at least one site that offered multiple steps of training.

Across all of the studies we examined, researchers found that implementing a model as intended often proved challenging. In addition, programs varied considerably in the populations targeted and served, and in targeted sectors and occupations.

Looking forward, more than half of the research studies on career pathways initiatives are ongoing studies, and more than half of all the implemented career pathways initiatives we examined are still active. Ten of the studies will report impact results by 2018 and 26 of them will report results by 2021; 76 initiatives currently operate in the field. This means that in the next five years, considerably more will be known about career pathways strategies both from research and from practice.

As described below, these future career pathways reports will fill some specific gaps in the existing evidence, and will do so using more rigorous research than many of the previous studies. More than twice as many ongoing studies use random assignment and quasi-experimental methods (24) as did completed studies (11). Important questions that will be addressed by future research include these:

- **Research explicitly focused on the career pathways model.** Of the studies that included research questions explicitly focused on career pathways, 61 percent are ongoing. This includes five of the six experimental studies with explicit career pathways questions, and two studies aimed at understanding how career pathway programs and efforts can and do use metrics to understand those pathways in practice.7

---

6 What we call “mixed results” include two or more of the following: statistically significant positive results, statistically significant negative results, or non-statistically significant positive or negative results.

7 The Alliance for Quality Career Pathways is working with state career pathways efforts to determine the predictive power of interim metrics. The Career Pathways Programming for Lower-Skilled Adults and Immigrant study is a descriptive study addressing what short- and long-term outcome measures adult education providers commonly use and report for career pathways participants.
• *Research on career pathways approaches offering more than one step of training.* More ongoing studies (22) include at least one site with multiple steps of career pathways training than did completed studies (17). While the most common occupational training provided in these studies is for entry-level positions, our *Research and Evaluation Synthesis* report suggests many sites included in ongoing studies also offer preparation for mid-level jobs.

• *Long-term outcome and impact findings.* A number of the ongoing studies are following participants for five years or more and will be able to report on long-term outcomes and impacts on employment and earnings.

• *More analysis of program costs.* Ten of the ongoing studies are examining program costs but only four were completed studies. Some of these also are examining questions of program sustainability.

• *Exploration of the effectiveness of specific components within a career pathways approach.* Three of the ongoing studies have research questions about the impact of specific program components, such as the Health Profession Opportunity Grants (HPOG) Impact Study’s test of facilitated peer support, emergency assistance, and non-cash incentives within a career pathways model.

• *More analysis of systems change initiatives.* Among the 20 studies that analyze career pathways system change initiatives, 13 are ongoing as compared with just seven completed.  

1.1.2 Career Pathways Initiatives in Early Care and Education

**Scope and Methodology**

The third report (*Career Pathways in Early Care and Education*; Cheng et al., 2018) examines the potential for career pathways approaches in the ECE sector, which includes child care, preschool, and prekindergarten services. Consistent with the WIOA legislative mandate for this project, it focuses on low-wage workers in jobs providing direct care and teaching in the ECE field. For the analysis in this report, we reviewed current research about the ECE workforce released by federal agencies and prominent organizations engaged in ECE research, and we held group discussions with 23 experts from federal and state agencies, Head Start and prekindergarten systems and programs, community colleges, leaders of national ECE organizations, and researchers on ECE.

**Findings in Brief**

The *Early Care and Education* report identified few initiatives aimed at creating ECE career pathways strategies as of February 2017. Among research studies on career pathways initiatives and among implemented career pathways efforts, about 10 percent included ECE occupations. The main career pathways program models that exist in this sector are Registered Apprenticeship and the Teacher Education and Compensation Helps (T.E.A.C.H.) Early Childhood® Initiative.

Rather than comprehensive career pathway approaches, the report found promising practices aimed at addressing various barriers specific to ECE worker advancement, such as wage and compensation supplements, and efforts to provide portable credentials and articulation and credit for prior learning.

---

8 These studies are addressing questions about how various institutional types implement career pathways approaches, the sustainability of career pathways approaches, and how different types of partners contribute to career pathways approaches.
These practices hold the possibility for becoming the building blocks of comprehensive career pathways in the ECE field, but given pervasive low wages in the field (outside of public school employment) it is unclear whether the structure of employment and compensation in the ECE field offers enough advancement opportunities to make career pathways strategies viable.

1.2 Research Questions and the Organization of This Report

The three reports detailed above each culminated in the description of a number of research questions that, if answered, would advance our understanding of career pathways system- and program-level strategies. We narrowed the questions in collaboration with DOL to a list of research questions that reflect those most relevant to the workforce development field and that also are less likely to be fully addressed by current ongoing research.9

These questions, shown in Exhibit 1, are organized into four groups, which provide the organizational structure for this Evaluation Design Options report: program impact on participant outcomes; workers’ career trajectories in the economy;10 the role of the public workforce system in career pathways initiatives; and cost analyses. That is, each set of questions is discussed in detail in the four report chapters that follow.

- Chapter 2—We examine three research questions that explore the impacts on participant outcomes of career pathways approaches. We consider the long-term impacts of career pathways programs as a whole, impacts of components of these programs, and impacts on subgroups of interest.

- Chapter 3—We examine questions about career trajectories that consider descriptively how workers generally (not just workers in career pathways programs) progress through education, training, and employment, and specifically how those experiences occur in the ECE sector.

- Chapter 4—One research question about the public workforce system considers the role of that system in creating a supportive environment for career pathways efforts to be successful.

- Chapter 5—Finally, research questions about the costs of career pathways programs consider the balance of costs and benefits and the likely returns on investing in career pathways initiatives.

---

9 As noted earlier, career pathways research currently underway will ultimately include more long-term outcome and impact findings than are available now, as well as findings on impacts of certain career pathways components and subgroups. However, we expect that there will still be additional questions and a need to bolster the evidence base in these areas. As discussed in Chapter 2, some possible approaches would build on the work of these ongoing studies.

10 The purpose of looking descriptively at workers’ career trajectories in the economy would be to set the context and expectations for what might be achieved in career pathways programs based on the experience of workers in the labor market more generally (not just those in career pathways programs).
Exhibit 1. Four Sets of Career Pathways Research Questions (as a Map to This Report)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Possible Research Approach(es)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Impact on participant outcomes (Chapter 2)    | • *Long-term Impacts*: What impacts do career pathways programs have on participants' advancement through multiple, progressively higher levels of education and training, and associated jobs, within a pathway over time? To what extent do participants move beyond entry-level training and employment, even over a long follow-up period?  
• *Component Impacts*: Which components of career pathways programs are the strongest drivers of impacts? To what extent is the impact of a combination of career pathways components greater than that of any individual part? That is, are certain components more effective when bundled together?  
• *Subgroup Impacts*: For what groups are career pathways programs most effective? To what extent can career pathways approaches influence groups not commonly included in career pathways research to date? And which components matter most for which subgroups? | • Descriptive analyses  
• Meta-analysis  
• Build on existing impact evaluations  
• Design new (experimental) impact evaluations  
• Use quasi-experimental designs  
  - Comparison group  
  - Time series  
  - Regression discontinuity  
• Use quasi-experimental analytic approaches  
  - Difference-in-differences  
  - Individual fixed effects  
  - Cross-state analyses |
| Workers' career trajectories in the economy (Chapter 3) | • In the absence of career pathways programs, to what extent, and how, do workers advance on their own through multiple, progressively higher levels of education and training, and associated jobs, within a pathway over time? To what extent is advancement more common for workers from specific settings or backgrounds? To what extent do wages increase for workers who progress through these pathways? What are the implications for designing and evaluating career pathways initiatives? | • Use extant survey and administrative data to identify trajectories that occur commonly in the labor market  
• Design a new survey instrument to track workers, using a sample that is representative of the labor market as a whole or a single industry sector  
• Use predictive analytics to determine possible career trajectories of workers  
• Use qualitative research methods to better understand career trajectories |
| The role of the public workforce system in career pathways initiatives (Chapter 4) | • What roles in career pathways initiatives is the workforce system playing as compared with other entities that more commonly lead these strategies, such as community and technical colleges? | • Review existing studies  
• Conduct implementation research  
• Conduct pilot studies |
| Cost analyses (Chapter 5)                      | • What are the costs associated with a given career pathways program to participants, funders, and employers, including opportunity costs? What do those costs “buy”? And to what extent are the benefits worth the cost? | • Conduct cost allocation analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis, or cost-benefit analysis. Each of these represents different strategies for monetizing programs/initiatives’ costs and/or benefits such that they can be compared to each other or to other programs/initiatives. |

For each set of research questions, the report describes potential research approaches, possible data sources for research, and practical considerations and tradeoffs. We describe what we mean by each of these terms below.

- **A research approach** refers to how one might go about answering the research question. An approach can follow any line of thought or use any method. For each set of research questions, we elaborate on the varied, relevant possible approaches. We describe the approaches in general terms; a detailed analysis plan should be developed before implementing any of these.
• **Data sources** refers both to existing impact evaluation data for the completed or ongoing studies identified in our knowledge development work and to other data not tied to a particular evaluation, such as the Current Population Survey. For each research question, a single data source or a combination of data sources might be relevant.

• **Practical considerations and tradeoffs** refers to issues related to implementation, timing, and cost of each of the proposed approaches and data sources. For each set of questions, we highlight relevant issues that should be considered in deciding whether and how to move forward with the associated research.

After exploring each set of research questions across these three dimensions in-depth in Chapters 2–5, in Chapter 6 we address issues of what locations are fitting for research and also propose a framework for considering the practical considerations and tradeoffs across the sets. We conclude with options for how DOL could prioritize and plan for career pathways research in the future.
2. Impact on Participant Outcomes

This chapter focuses on the subset of the priority research questions that relate to estimating the impact of career pathways programs on participants’ outcomes, either in whole programs or their component parts, including impacts on subgroups of interest. After introducing and discussing the questions in Section 2.1, Section 2.2 discusses five kinds of approaches for answering these questions. Section 2.3 discusses relevant data sets, and Section 2.4 discusses practical considerations and tradeoffs.

2.1 Introduction to Impact Research Questions

Three of the Career Pathways Design Study’s priority research questions focus on the impacts of career pathways programs on participants’ outcomes. We label them as being about long-term impacts, component impacts, and subgroup impacts, as follows:

**Long-term Impacts:** What impacts do career pathways programs have on participants’ advancement through multiple, progressively higher levels of education and training, and associated jobs, within a pathway over time? To what extent do participants move beyond entry-level training and employment, even over a long follow-up period?

**Component Impacts:** Which components of career pathways programs are the strongest drivers of impacts, especially on credential attainment, employment, and earnings? To what extent is the impact of a combination of career pathways components greater than that of any individual part? That is, are certain components more effective when bundled together?

**Subgroup Impacts:** For what groups are career pathways programs most effective? To what extent can career pathways approaches influence groups not commonly included in career pathways research to date? And which components matter most for which subgroups?

These priority research questions are aimed at filling gaps in the current career pathways evidence base identified in the knowledge development phase of this project. As noted earlier, substantial completed research and research underway (Schwartz et al., 2018) is poised to answer questions of overall or average impacts in the short term (one to two years) and medium term (three to four years). Some studies underway will also include long-term follow-up, but given the lack of long-term impact findings (five years or longer of follow-up) to date, and the importance of long-term impacts to the field, we expect these questions will remain a priority. Beyond these long-term impacts, the priority research questions also address similar knowledge gaps concerning the **what works** (components) and **for whom** (subgroups) aspects of career pathways program impacts. While ongoing career pathways research will ultimately yield findings on certain components and subgroups, we expect there still to be a need for additional evidence in these areas, too. There are several considerations in each of the three areas of study for the impact research questions.

The **Long-term Impacts** questions ask about the extent to which there is evidence for the underlying theory of career pathways approaches in individual participants’ actual and observed experiences. Based on this theory, there are progressions of education, training, and work experiences that build on one another to advance people along a career path. However, the existing research to date has not observed these over a period long enough to establish support for the theory. Empirical evidence also
points to examining long-term impacts: because the full employment and earnings impacts of skill development can take time to materialize, short- and medium-term (one to four years) impacts look different from longer-term impacts (five to 10 years). Current research typically observes first jobs after training, without (yet) enough follow-up to understand when and how people return to education, access additional training, and use those to propel themselves into better jobs along a career path.

To address the Long-term Impact research question requires two things: time and attention to measurement over time. First, future research should consider how to measure what is not a simple construct: workers’ education and employment histories. Whereas it is relatively straightforward to track employment, earnings, education, and training at a single point in time, it is more complex to compile a history of those as they intertwine and to understand how these experiences overlap or which affects the next. For example, how does the length or type of initial training affect whether an individual subsequently progresses to a higher level of training and employment? How do these experiences influence additional training or education and subsequent jobs, and their quality?

In considering the Component Impacts questions more fully, we identified some specific program components that appear to be of interest to the field as focus areas. These include instructional and curricular innovation (including use of technology), integrated basic education and training, career coaching, academic supports, financial aid, support services (child care, transportation, etc.), job development, work-based learning, employment retention services, and training stipends.

Finally, the Subgroup Impacts questions focus on what works best for whom. This includes research to inform how career pathways programs can be designed and operated to serve groups underrepresented in studies to date (e.g., individuals of Hispanic descent, youth) and groups with specific employment barriers such as no high school diploma, very low skills (e.g., less than eighth-grade literacy or numeracy), limited English proficiency, criminal records, or disabilities.

### 2.2 Research Approaches

This subsection discusses five kinds of research approaches for answering questions about long-term, component, and subgroup impacts: (1) conducting descriptive analyses; (2) conducting meta-analyses that aggregate impact estimates across studies to provide an overall impact estimate; (3) building on existing evaluations; (4) undertaking new experimental evaluations; and (5) conducting quasi-experimental analyses.

#### 2.2.1 Descriptive Analyses

The most rigorous evidence on the effects of career pathways programs on participant outcomes will come from experimental evaluation research. Descriptive research—which relies on such methods and sources as surveys, interviews, observations, focus groups, and administrative data analyses—can play a critical role in career pathways research, too, by documenting what exactly is being implemented, how it is being implemented, how implementation changes over time, and in what context. It can also provide insights about stakeholder perspectives, participant experiences, program operations, and program outcomes (though not about what caused those outcomes). Descriptive research in this setting has four main goals: (1) providing a comprehensive description of each career

---

11 See Career Pathways Implementation Synthesis for a summary of our conversations with experts in the field.
pathways program and/or system initiative being studied; (2) informing impact questions, particularly as related to understanding the effects of specific career pathways components and the bundling of those components; (3) creating coded measures of program design and implementation strategies, which can be used for analyses of component impacts as part of pooling/analyzing existing impact evaluations; and (4) identifying areas for future inquiry.

The first of these goals (providing a comprehensive description of implementation) is important in its own right, such as for determining fidelity to the career pathways model being tested and for considering how a given program is like or unlike other programs (as needed for making claims about the generalizability of results, for example). Most generally, research describing what a program is draws on implementation evaluation techniques. Other forms of descriptive research also hold promise for being useful in conducting research to inform impact questions. For example, collecting and analyzing data about the perspectives of key stakeholders and experiences of participants in a given program may help not only in interpreting impact evaluation results but also in identifying and prioritizing specific impact questions to ask and where to study them.

Descriptive evidence that comes as part of an experimental or quasi-experimental evaluation provides detail on what services are provided both to participants who could access the intervention (“treatment group”) and to participants who could not (“control group”); this produces information on the extent of service differential. It is these differences in access that are the likely drivers of any subsequent impacts observed. Moreover, understanding the duration and content of services, particularly the key elements of the career pathways approach, is important both for research interpretation and for policymakers and program administrators. Analyses of experimental data can assess the impact both of access to and receipt of services.

Later we discuss how pooling across multiple studies—pooling individual-level data sets or pooling aggregate-level study data—holds promise for understanding the impacts of selected program components and implementation features. In order to do this, consistent program-level measures must exist. Qualitative research can be useful in creating those coded measures, ensuring that they represent the aspects of program design and implementation that are important for analysis. This is relevant for cross-site analyses of existing evaluations, as well as for meta-analyses (discussed next).

Descriptive research also can be useful in helping to identify which program components can and should be part of more rigorous future evaluation. For example, surveys, interviews, and/or focus groups of program participants, program staff, and/or administrators can help provide information on these stakeholders’ perceptions of component effectiveness. These varied perspectives can be helpful in determining what about program configurations is perceived to be the most helpful. Program participants might report that one-on-one counseling was essential to their success; program staff might report that financial assistance is critical; and program administrators might point to college remediation and/or Adult Basic Education as important to their programs’ success. These insights would help researchers identify—at least qualitatively—which program components are perceived to be the most effective and therefore might be targets for future, rigorous testing, either alone or in specific combination with other components.

2.2.2 Meta-Analyses

A meta-analysis involves systematically analyzing the results from existing studies. It does so by aggregating impact estimates across studies to provide an overall impact estimate. Meta-analyses also can ascertain something about the relative effectiveness of various program designs and/or also about
how impacts might vary across subgroups. A meta-analysis first composes a sampling frame, identifying the criteria under which studies would be included in the analysis. In this case, the studies would pertain to the effectiveness of career pathways strategies. From there, a meta-analysis imposes some criteria on the study’s design, usually prioritizing high-quality designs for inclusion in the analysis, and outcome measures, ensuring that there is some comparability across outcomes examined. A meta-analysis then will code various aspects of the research and the intervention; and this coding permits focus on particular program components that are part of the intervention and particular subgroups, reporting results for both. Indeed, a strength of meta-analysis for the purpose of this research would be to examine variation across studies to shed light on certain strategies or populations.

The Research and Evaluation Synthesis report (Schwartz et al., 2018) provides a solid sample (of 52 studies) that might be considered as a starting point for meta-analyses. To refine that list further, this report (see Appendix A, Exhibit A.1) provides a list of studies (both experimental and quasi-experimental) that could be part of a meta-analysis of the impact of particular components of career pathways programs or of the impact of career pathways for particular subgroups. These are the experimental and quasi-experimental impact studies that could be judged to determine whether they meet a “quality” criterion for meta-analysis. If so, a meta-analysis of these programs could focus on specific program components and subgroups, in the interest of informing the priority research questions. It is possible that additional studies could be included as part of a meta-analysis, but they might be given lower weights as less relevant in instances where their evaluation designs are weaker.

2.2.3 Build on Existing Impact Evaluations

Perhaps the strategy that holds the greatest promise—at the lowest investment—for addressing the priority research questions is that of tapping existing impact evaluation data to learn more. This can occur in two ways: re-analyzing existing data or conducting additional follow-up on existing evaluations’ samples. We discuss both options, as appropriate to the impact priority research questions. Building on existing impact evaluations differs from the meta-analysis approach discussed above because meta-analysis considers study-level data, whereas this approach reanalyzes or adds to individual-level data.

Long-term Impacts

To assess the long-term impacts of career pathways strategies, research could involve longer-term follow-up on existing studies. Such follow-up could include conducting new primary data collection, through follow-up surveys of participants, for example, or linking to other (mostly administrative) data sources to analyze longer-term impacts on participants’ education and employment trajectories. The main national source of data for long-term educational follow-up would be the National Student Clearinghouse, with state and local student-level data also important sources; the main sources of employment data for follow-up would be earnings records from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the Social Security Administration, state Unemployment Insurance (UI) programs, the Census Bureau’s Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) program, and the U.S. Department of

12 Rather than filtering by some quality criterion, all studies could be included in a meta-analysis that would then use covariates to account for study quality.

13 As discussed in Section 2.4 this approach would require researchers to examine past informed consent language to determine whether further work with the sample is permissible, or if researchers would need to seek new consents.
IMPACT ON PARTICIPANT OUTCOMES

Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and Families’ National Directory of New Hires (NDNH). Section 2.3 on data sources provides additional detail on each of these (see Appendix A, Exhibit A.2).

**Component Impacts**

Existing evaluation data can be useful as a source for information on the relative effectiveness of program components. A meta-analysis (discussed above) is one option; another option involves pooling the site-level and individual-level data across studies to consider which program components appear to influence program impacts. To permit this type of analysis, comparable measures of program components and implementation features must be available. These are available across some program evaluations; evaluations lacking them could be the subject of new data collection, permitting more evaluation data sets to be part of this kind of pooling and associated analysis.14

**Subgroup Impacts**

The priority research question about how career pathways strategies function for various subgroups could be addressed by re-analyzing existing evaluation data to consider new subgroups (that were not part of the original studies’ analysis), sample sizes permitting. One way to overcome sample size limitations in a given study would be to pool across multiple studies, creating sufficient sample within a subgroup of priority interest. In response, DOL should prioritize those subgroups that are of greatest interest, from which studies, and considering which outcomes.

Research on the *Component Impacts* and *Subgroup Impacts* questions can be brought together to consider which program components seem to be most or least important for selected subgroups.

**2.2.4 Design New Impact Evaluations**

Existing studies—though providing a useful resource for career pathways research—are limited in the programs they focus on, the data they collect, and the outcomes they have selected for study. Should DOL use prior studies to help answer research questions of interest, some limitations will exist. For example, because the baseline data will already have been collected, subgroup identifiers are essentially fixed. Moreover, sample sizes—and subgroup sample sizes—were determined to support those prior studies’ research questions and not the research questions of the future. As a result, the strategy that has strong potential to allow DOL to answer specific priority research questions without compromise is that of mounting new impact evaluations. Doing so would allow DOL the option to specify the research design to respond directly to the research questions of high priority.

For example, new impact evaluations could collect more detailed baseline information on previous employment and training experiences to help construct career profiles. In doing so, a longer-term picture of employment and training connections could be developed, not necessarily only by looking forward but also by looking retrospectively. In addition, new studies could oversample individuals with previous work experience and/or training in a targeted sector in order to analyze career advancement impacts for mid-career entrants versus new entrants to the sector. New studies might also test a narrower definition of career pathways strategies to focus on specific aspects of the approach.

14 Prior analyses that have followed this strategy include Bloom, Hill, & Riccio’s (2003) pooling of several welfare reform studies for analysis of what about the programs and their implementation associates with individual participant impacts. The HPOG Impact Study currently also is using this approach and will release findings in 2018.
All of these are aspects of new research that could focus on combinations of long-term impacts, program component impacts, and subgroup impacts of greatest interest.

**Long-term Impacts**
In order to measure the long-term impacts of career pathways strategies, future studies can be designed with an informed consent that allows for longer-term follow-up on education and employment trajectories and related longer-term outcomes of interest. Even if additional long-term surveys are not part of a new study, the study could ensure that permission to match study participants’ identifiers to administrative data at any future date is not restricted, so that researchers can perform all necessary long-term follow-up.

**Component Impacts**
Future research could involve designing new studies specifically to isolate the effects of particular career pathways program components. These designs can involve more features than those of past evaluations, where the most common research design involved a single treatment and single control group. Future experimental evaluations could consider using multiple experimental arms with greater frequency than has been done in the past. Additional options include factorial designs, staged designs, adaptive and/or crossover designs, and cluster-randomized designs. Each of these types of designs is summarized as follows (and, thereafter, we provide a simple power analysis that shows how each of these more complex designs requires additional sample—relative to a two-group experiment—to detect the same impact magnitude):

- **Multi-armed experiments.** A multi-armed experimental evaluation design randomizes study participants to three or more groups (“arms”), where those groups can include a control group and multiple variants of a treatment, to ascertain which is preferable. In the case of seeking to understand which program components are essential ingredients of a program’s overall recipe, the “enhanced treatment design” (see Bell & Peck, 2016; Peck, 2015) is most relevant. An enhanced treatment design involves selecting a specific program component to either scale up or scale back in order to judge whether that specific component meaningfully improves or contributes to the program’s overall impact.

  **Example.** In the career pathways context, participants could be randomized to any one of several program components for evaluation. For example, career coaching, financial aid, selected support services, work-based learning, job development, or training stipends could be provided to a randomly selected subset of program participants in order to judge its relative effectiveness on top of the standard program. That said, for the design to work, program administrators would need to be willing to withhold access to the component to any but the designated subset of participants. This means that some components might not be suitable for randomization—those judged as essential to the program (such as the core training, case management, transportation aid, or basic education requirements).

- **Factorial designs.** In a factorial design, selected aspects of a treatment (“factors”), each of which has two (or more) levels, are randomized separately. As Collins, Murphy, Nair, and Strecher (2005, pp.65-66) elaborate, a factorial design can aid in answering important questions: “which program components are working well; which should be discarded, revised, or replaced; which dosages of program components are most appropriate; whether delivery components are enhancing, maintaining, or diluting intervention efficacy; and whether individual and group
characteristics interact with program or delivery components.” Such questions usually are more important than the average treatment effect. A 2×2 factorial design could accurately be considered a four-armed experiment, where selected program components are randomized to judge their effectiveness both independently and jointly. In addition to absence/presence questions, the factorial design can accommodate randomizing to varying levels of a program component to identify whether more or less of it makes a difference.

Example. Consider two of the program components being evaluated (via a multi-armed experiment) as part of the Health Profession Opportunity Grants evaluation: emergency assistance and facilitated peer support. In HPOG, emergency assistance provides up to $1,000 to help participants respond to emergencies, such as imminent eviction or work/school-necessary car repair. Facilitated peer support uses a cohort model to provide motivation, skills building, and accountability to participants. To test the levels (rather than simple presence/absence) of these two program components, a 3×3 factorial design could randomize participants to one of nine treatment groups, as illustrated in Exhibit 2.

Exhibit 2. Example of 3x3 Factorial Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emergency Assistance amount:</th>
<th>Peer Support frequency:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>T2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlimited for 2 years</td>
<td>T3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>T5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>T8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This design would provide information on the extent to which emergency assistance interacts with participating in various levels of facilitated peer support. This design involves nine cells, where two cells (T2 and T3) consider the impacts of peer support frequency; two cells (T4 and T7) consider the impacts of amounts of emergency assistance; and the remaining cells (T5, T6, T8, and T9) consider some combination of the two program components. This example is purposefully expansive (nine cells) in order to highlight the potential that the factorial design has for answering interesting questions about the contribution of selected program components (and various intensities of them) to overall program impacts.

In order for a factorial design like this to be implemented in practice, program administrators and staff would need to be willing and able to ensure that each treatment group was provided specifically what it was randomized to. There are some applications for which this can be straightforward (e.g., mandatory versus voluntary meetings with a case manager, whether an individual is issued one of two versions of an assessment tool), and others for which it may be more complex (e.g., sequencing of certain program components). That said, the payoff in terms of knowledge gained is potentially substantial. Technical assistance to programs could help ensure faithful implementation and the evaluation’s overall success.

Before embarking on this—or any other evaluation design—it is important to conduct a power analysis to ascertain the needed sample sizes to precisely measure the effects that are relevant to policy and practice. As illustrated in Exhibit 3, the same sample size allocated across a factorial design increases the minimum detectable effect (MDE) size but also increases the number of
questions that can be addressed. Alternatively, a larger sample size is needed to be able to detect the same MDE.

- **Staged designs.** In a multi-stage design, participants initially randomized into a particular group are subsequently randomly assigned a second time into a second-stage treatment if they reach a certain trigger point. This design randomly assigns to treatment or control group at intake, subsequently observes eligibility for an aspect of the intervention in the treatment group, and then randomly assigns eligible treatment group members to gain access to the second stage intervention or not. Generally, a staged design uses initial experiences or outputs of the treatment group members—or even simply the passage of time—to determine later treatment options, to which individuals are randomized.

  **Example.** Where internships are in high demand and require some initial program completion of early-program demonstrated success, they are suited for a staged evaluation design. Program participants must achieve some initial milestone to become internship ready, at which point they can be eligible for the internship lottery. The design permits estimating the effect of internships alone but also the overall effect of the program within which internships are a selective part.

- **Adaptive designs.** One particular type of staged design is that of a “sequential, multiple assignment, randomized trial” (SMART; e.g., Murphy, 2005). This occurs when a participant’s initial responsiveness to treatment determines later treatment options, considered adaptive treatments. In the case of career pathways programs, this is relevant because of the high level of customization that may take place: programs often aim to individualize services. This design provides the possibility of randomizing participants to alternative and responsive treatment options across the lifespan of a program. Adaptive designs can help assess the optimal sequencing of treatments or aspects of treatment as well as frequency or type of contact, for example.

  **Example.** Maintaining students’ attendance in training can be challenging, especially with low-income populations, and various strategies can be used. For instance, a counselor can check in with each trainee on a regular basis. An adaptive experiment to improve attendance and guard against dropping out might involve randomizing trainees to receive contacts once every two weeks from a counselor (the treatment group) or not at all (the control group). After two months, attendance rates are reviewed. Treatment group members whose attendance was deemed insufficient (e.g., were absent more than once a week) would be re-randomized into two groups: one received contact every week from a counselor and one received it every two weeks. Those whose attendance was deemed sufficient also would be re-randomized into two groups: one continued to get contact every two weeks, and one for which contact was scaled back to once a month. After an additional two months, the impact of these adaptive interventions would be measured. This design permits testing the ideal frequency of contact, but the treatment may also involve sequencing of any kind of certain program experiences. To be administratively feasible, the implementation of an adaptive design could be mechanized, preventing staff from having to figure out who gets contacted when: simple reminders (set up to respond to the randomization results) can be set up to place contact actions on staff calendars, in the case of this frequency-of-contact example. More broadly, mechanized/computerized instruction on the appropriate service to provide a given client can help staff ensure adherence to the experiment’s protocols.
Cluster-randomized designs. Finally, the designs defined above all use individuals as the unit of randomization; whereas cluster-randomized designs randomize on an aggregate unit—such as a school or a welfare office. To use this design to inform questions about the effectiveness of program components, what programs offer would need to be randomized at the program level. As such, programs would need to be both willing and able to permit a random process to determine what they offer. This seems impractical for fundamental issues of program design; but with respect to the “enhancements” or “options” that a program might offer, it could be a very powerful evaluation design for determining which program designs work best. When combined with individual-level randomization, a cluster-randomized design can be more powerful still.

Example. Research shows that working can negatively affect postsecondary persistence and completion by low-income adults. In response, programs could be randomly assigned to offer training stipends to their participants, perhaps in exchange for reduced work hours (e.g., not working more than 15-20 hours per week during training periods). Randomly assigning this component at the program level allows the treatment programs to embed the design into the program’s culture: focusing on career advancement and encouraging longer and/or multiple trainings that participants might otherwise see as infeasible in the absence of the stipend. Previous tests of financial incentives—such as wage subsidies—find that the marketing of the incentive is critical for its effectiveness (Martinson & Hamilton, 2011). The stipend could be conditional on meeting certain benchmarks of program participation and academic progress. Variations also can be tested: for example, some programs could offer the stipend only for time in education and training, whereas others could offer internships, too, with the stipend continuing during the internship.

It is important to understand the need of a control group under these designs. In the job training arena, it is not possible to have a strictly “no services” control group, in which people are precluded from accessing other services that are available in the community. Indeed, the “counterfactual” represents whatever else is available and posits treatment effects relative to those conditions. As such, the “control” conditions that are used as this benchmark can be thought of as a “business as usual” or status quo control group. This type of group is needed to determine whether a policy alternative improves on current policy options. However, this type of control group—where eligible individuals are turned away in order to learn about the relative effectiveness of the program in the current environment—is not strictly needed to ascertain whether a given program component improves on the standard program. If the commitment exists to deliver an intervention (no matter the research results), then testing an intervention against a control group may not be warranted. Instead, the evaluation can focus on comparison of alternative configurations of the intervention or vary certain aspects of the program in an effort to detect the effects of specific components.

To plan for a given new evaluation to assess the effectiveness of selected components of career pathways programs, DOL will need first to identify which components should be the focus of evaluation. With that, the specific component (or components) can be combined with the most appropriate evaluation design. With decisions about which components should be the focus of study, future planning can ascertain the best-fitting evaluation design and careful attention should be given to associated data collection needs.
Subgroup Impacts
As with any of the designs discussed above, future studies planned for informing research questions about subgroup impacts must be designed with sufficient sample to permit detecting effects for particular subgroups of interest. Any such study should involve a preparatory power analysis to anticipate the sample size needed and the anticipated practice- or policy-relevant effect size. This may involve oversampling of priority subgroups to ensure sufficient power to detect effects, should they exist.

Sample Size Implications
The prior discussion has identified several evaluation design variants aimed at answering certain questions beyond the simple question of whether a program works. Each of these has greater sample size demands than a basic treatment versus control experimental design. Any research project should start with its own power analysis to ensure appropriate sample size planning; and this subsection does not substitute for that careful work. It intends only to provide a general sense of the sample size needs of the alternative designs discussed above.
### Exhibit 3. Illustrative Minimum Detectable Effect Size Implications of Alternative Evaluation Designs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design/Test</th>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Total Sample in Analysis</th>
<th>MDE</th>
<th>Sample to Attain 3.9 MDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Two-Armed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment vs. Control</td>
<td>What is the overall impact of treatment versus control?</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>3.9 p.p.</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% Subgroup</td>
<td>Do impacts vary across the subgroup?</td>
<td>500 Subgroup 1</td>
<td>500 Subgroup 1</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>7.8 p.p.</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-Armed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pooled Treatment vs. Control</td>
<td>What is the overall impact of either treatment versus control?</td>
<td>T1: 667</td>
<td>T2: 667</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>4.2 p.p.</td>
<td>2,753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 vs. T2/T1 vs. Control/T2 vs. Control</td>
<td>What is the impact of one arm versus any other arm?</td>
<td>T1: 667</td>
<td>T2: 667</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>4.8 p.p.</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factorial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any pairwise comparison</td>
<td>What is the impact of any treatment compared to any other treatment/control?</td>
<td>T1: 500</td>
<td>T2: 500</td>
<td>T3: 500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>5.5 p.p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pooled Treatment vs. Control</td>
<td>What is the impact of any treatment (pooled) versus control?</td>
<td>T1: 500</td>
<td>T2: 500</td>
<td>T3: 500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4.5 p.p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 and T2 vs. T3 and C</td>
<td>What is the impact of a specific component of treatment that is present in T1 and T2 but not in T3 and control?</td>
<td>T1: 500</td>
<td>T2: 500</td>
<td>T3: 500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3.9 p.p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staged or Adaptive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 vs. Control</td>
<td>What is the impact of receiving T1 versus control?</td>
<td>T1: 1,000 T2: 500 eligible Stage 2: 250 T; 250 C</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>3.9 p.p.</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 &amp; T2 vs. T1 only</td>
<td>For those who hit the trigger, what is the impact of receiving T1 and T2 versus T1 only?</td>
<td>T1: 1,000 T2: 500 eligible Stage 2: 250 T; 250 C</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>6.4 p.p.</td>
<td>2,664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 &amp; T2 vs. Control</td>
<td>For those who hit the trigger, what is the impact of receiving T1 and T2 versus control?</td>
<td>T1: 1,000 T2: 500 eligible Stage 2: 250 T; 250 C</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>6.2 p.p.</td>
<td>3,125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster-Randomized(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment vs. Control</td>
<td>What is the overall impact of treatment versus control?</td>
<td>1,000 individuals in 30 sites</td>
<td>1,000 individuals in 30 sites</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>5.5 p.p.</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
p.p. refers to percentage points.
All calculations make the following assumptions: a one-tailed alpha-level criterion of p<0.10 to statistical significance with 80 percent power; covariates explain 20 percent of variation in the outcomes. The binary outcome measure where the control group mean is 69 percent (which Peck et al. (2018) observe for the outcome of employment). The basic two-armed design assumes one-to-one randomization of 2,000 individuals. The three-armed design assumes one-to-one-to-one randomization of 2,000 individuals. Factorial design assumes 2,000 individuals randomly assigned to one of three treatment conditions or a control condition. Staged or adaptive design assumes one-to-one-to-one randomization of 2,000 individuals; then, within the treatment group, one-to-one randomization of the 500 individuals who flip the trigger to treatment 2. Cluster randomized design assumes 2,000 individuals evenly distributed across 60 sites with one-to-one randomization of sites.

\(a\) This calculation requires an assumed R² at the individual and cluster levels and an assumed intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC). We assume 20 percent at both levels and an ICC of 0.02 (Nisar, Klerman, & Juras, 2013).
Exhibit 3 demonstrates the tradeoffs in statistical power across different design types and across different tests within the same design. For each design we assume a sample of the same size (2,000 individuals); we also apply the same assumptions to the parameters that underlie each power calculation. This ensures the variation in the MDEs is due only to the different designs and tests. Note that our assumption of equal chances of assignment to the various treatment and control conditions maximizes power under each design—an unbalanced assignment of individuals to treatment and control will reduce the power which essentially means that the minimum detectable effect size will increase. In general, the larger the study and subgroup sample sizes, the better able one is to detect a smaller effect or differential effect.

The basic two-armed randomization, with a sample of 2,000 cases (under the assumptions detailed above) can detect the smallest effect of 3.9 percentage points in employment levels (or other comparable binary outcome, for example). We also include a power calculation for a subgroup analysis within the basic two-armed design, in which the subgroup comprises half of the sample. In this case the MDE is twice as large as the overall analysis—7.8 percentage points versus 3.9. Although they are not included in the table, similar calculations for the other designs would also conclude that the MDE for the subgroup analysis is correspondingly larger than the MDE for the overall analysis.

Regardless of the particular test, a three-armed design has larger MDEs than the two-armed design. Put differently, three-armed randomization requires a larger sample than two-armed randomization to detect impacts of the same size. The same is true for the remaining designs—all have worse power than two-way random assignment (other than the tests within designs that are identical to two-way random assignment, such as T1 and T2 versus T3 and C in the factorial design). That said, these designs also offer the possibility to answer additional questions. In order to answer these additional questions, one must sacrifice the magnitude of the effect size or must accumulate a larger sample size. The far right column of Exhibit 3 shows how much more sample is needed in order to achieve the MDE of 3.9 percentage points, which is the smallest that we observe across the other designs, given our assumptions.

2.2.5 Quasi-experimental Designs and Analytic Approaches

Evaluations with a quasi-experimental design (QED), while not as rigorous as experimental evaluations, can play a role in developing knowledge about career pathways strategies. QEDs do not randomize, as is done in experimental designs. Rather, QEDs attempt, using a variety of methods, to as closely approximate experimental conditions as possible, given that randomization was not used. These evaluations can cost less, often relying on existing administrative data (as opposed to tracking individuals using surveys) to determine programmatic impacts. They also can be used specifically for addressing the priority research questions stated here, considering long-term impacts, component impacts, and subgroup impacts. QEDs can be used when random assignment is infeasible or impractical, as occurs in some circumstances. In some cases, quasi-experimental evaluations can have greater external validity than experiments, as well. Common QED designs that would be relevant for

---

15 In this report we make a distinction between “design” and “analysis.” This distinction corresponds to what those in the field of economics, for example, would refer to as “identification strategies” and “estimators.” We use the less technical evaluation language to discuss evaluation designs that can be put in place and provide the structure for identifying a program or policy impact of interest. Then, it is each design’s associated analytic approach that determines the details for how that impact is technically estimated.
this kind of research include reflexive and comparison group designs along with, more narrowly regression discontinuity (RD) designs. A “reflexive” design compares a treated group to itself at varying time points, such as with pre-post or simple (one group) interrupted time series designs. Comparison group designs identify a second group of observations, which again serve to approximate a counterfactual, or what would have happened in the absence of treatment. Regardless of the specific design (and we elaborate on several, below), quasi-experimental evaluation designs create a structure where a counterfactual is estimated.

The reason for approximating a counterfactual is to overcome threats to internal validity, which pose rival explanations for observed changes in outcomes. The most common “threats” in the job training evaluation world include selection bias (that those who access treatment differ from those who do not), maturation (that people mature/evolve in response to non-intervention stimuli), historical context (such as economic, political or social changes/trends), and regression-to-the-mean (that people at an extreme point—such as unemployment—are likely to move toward the mean, away from that extreme, naturally anyway).

With a chosen evaluation design, each then requires its own associated analysis to estimate impacts. After discussing the designs conceptually, we discuss the corresponding analytic strategies.

- **Reflexive designs.** A one group pretest-posttest design and simple interrupted time series design use a single group as a means to estimate a counterfactual condition: the pretest observation proxies for a counterfactual in the one group pretest-posttest design, and a pre-intervention trend intends to capture the counterfactual in a simple interrupted time series design. Reflexive designs are weak and generally do not account sufficiently for alternative explanations of program impacts. As such, we do not recommend their use in the job training arena.

- **Comparison group designs.** Adding a comparison group improves an evaluation’s ability to rule out rival explanations for observed impacts (what evaluators call “threats to internal validity”). Two main comparison group designs exist that could be used for evaluating career pathways strategies: a pre- and post-test comparison group design or a comparative interrupted time series. The pre-post comparison group design uses the pre-post difference in a comparison group to represent the counterfactual. Netting that difference from the pre-post difference for a treated group produces that design’s estimate of impact. Having additional baseline information is necessary to ascertain the groups’ balance, or lack thereof, so that analytic results can be interpreted with those group differences in mind. An improvement on the pre-post comparison group design is the comparative interrupted time series design, which involves having additional points of pre-intervention data to identify a trend. This baseline trend is what represents that design’s “counterfactual,” or what would have happened in the absence of the intervention.

The main challenge in using either of these designs is identifying a comparison group that is alike in as many ways possible to the group exposed to treatment. Recent research highlights the importance of using locally matched comparison groups; drawing a comparison group sample from national data will not usually yield a satisfying match (e.g., Jaciw, 2016).

Common practice in implementing a comparison group design is to use propensity score methods (PSM) (including matching or weighting) to simulate experimental conditions (e.g., Dehejia & Wahba, 2002). PSM involves selecting from the potential treatment and comparison group pools those cases that are similar on propensity scores, where “similarity” is ascertained by making one
of any number of choices. Propensity scores are themselves estimated using a model (typically a logistic or similar model) that estimates the “propensity” to fall in the treatment group based on a set of available characteristics of the subjects in question.

There are also alternatives to PSM for matching cases. There are methods that do not use propensity scores, but attempt to ensure, more directly, that the treated and comparison cases are similar on observed characteristics; that is, are balanced (King & Nielsen, 2016). There are many decisions to be made in executing PSM research, and to detail them all is beyond the scope of this report. Further, recent advances in this line of research application should be consulted before moving forward with a specific PSM strategy (e.g., King & Nielsen, 2016). Should DOL decide to use propensity score methods, an assessment of the various right choices for the research at hand should take place.

Example. Of the quasi-experimental studies listed in A.1, two used propensity score methods: Accelerating Opportunity (Anderson, Kuehn, Eyster, Barnow, & Lerman, 2017) and Integrated Basic Education and Skills Training (I-BEST; Zeidenberg, Cho, & Jenkins, 2010). The I-BEST evaluation, for example, looked at the relationship between participation in the program, which involved contextualized basic skills and vocational instruction for a population of students with low skills, and educational and labor market outcomes. Propensity score matching was used to match groups of students participating in the program with students who did not but were otherwise similar on a range of demographic characteristics and on income and test scores. The differences in the mean outcomes of the treated group and the matched untreated group were used to estimate the impact of the program, for each of the impacts considered: college credits earned and earnings. For robustness, the results of the estimate from the propensity-score-based models were compared to estimates from OLS regression and from a difference-and-differences model (see below).

- **Regression discontinuity designs.** Among quasi-experimental approaches, the RD design is the strongest for causal inference. In this design, selection to treatment is determined by a threshold or cut-point on a pre-treatment quantitative measure, the “assignment variable.” Study participants on one side of the threshold are assigned to a treatment, and those on the other side are not. To eliminate any bias introduced by selection, the assignment variable must be concrete and non-manipulable, meaning it cannot be altered directly by potential participants or staff, or based on preferences or staff discretion. At values of the assignment variable close to the threshold, the RD design is akin to an experiment with regard to internal validity. That is, those participants who fall just below and just above the threshold are likely similar in all ways, both measurable and unmeasurable, resulting in an unbiased estimate of the treatment impact at that point. Under some conditions and assumptions, the impact at the cut-point can reasonably be generalized to other values of the assignment variable.

Example. This design would be fitting to analyses of the effectiveness of career pathways programs in situations where program eligibility and access were determined using an assignment variable or variables. Achieving a given score on an entry exam, for example, is one possible means for programs to admit participants. A multi-faceted achievement score could take into consideration a wider range of skills, knowledge, and motivation (“fit”) for a program. To take advantage of this option for future research, screening assessments could be developed to yield a
cut-point score that would permit using the RD design to evaluate the effectiveness of the program.

We turn next to the analytic methods that stem from these designs: difference-in-differences models and individual fixed effects models.

- **Difference-in-differences models.** A difference-in-differences model is used to analyze the data from a comparison group design: examining the pre-post difference between the treatment and comparison group to yield an estimate of the treatment’s impact. In addition to using this approach for analyzing individual-level data, a difference-in-differences model is also useful when there is a policy change at a specific point in time that does not occur everywhere. For instance, in addition to the PSM analysis noted above, this difference-in-differences model was used in the I-BEST study to estimate the impact at schools that had rolled out I-BEST versus ones that had not, thereby taking advantage of a multiyear statewide policy change (Zeidenberg et al., 2010). Cross-state analyses of changes in policy variation are relevant here, as well. Such models rely most importantly on the assumption that the trends would have been parallel in the treated and untreated units in the absence of the treatment. This assumption is stated concretely in the following example.

**Example.** Card and Krueger’s (1993) well known study of the impact of the minimum wage increase on employment in New Jersey used a difference-in-differences method. They surveyed 410 fast-food restaurants in New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania before and after the 1992 increase in New Jersey from $4.25 to $5.25. They assumed that the employment trends at the two sets of establishments would be parallel and looked at whether the trend at the New Jersey set was disrupted downward, that is, there was less employment than one would expect with parallel trends in both states. It was not, so they concluded that the minimum wage change did not affect unemployment. (In the career pathways context, the treatment could be the creation of a career pathways program in one state and the effects on employment in a set of employers in that state compared to a neighboring state that did not have such a program).

- **Individual fixed effects models.** These models are closely related to difference-in-differences models. In individual fixed effects models, there may be many units that are being compared, each of which has its own level and trend, whereas in difference-in-differences models, there are typically just two sets of units, each with its own mean and trend, as in the example of the two sets of fast food restaurants in the two states above. For both kinds of models, there are at least two time points.

**Example.** Consider 1,000 workers who participated in a career pathways program, where three predominant components were in operation; for instance, occupational training, career counseling services, and job placement services. Data that are available include a measure of wages in an initial period, in which each worker may have received some of the services (possibly none), and a measure of wages in a second period, in which each worker again may have received some of the services, but perhaps a different set. We will therefore have 2,000 wage measurements (each worker has two observations), which can be analyzed as a function of (1) the presence of three explanatory variables (the indicators for receipt of each of the services in the period prior to the wage measure) and of (2) an indicator for each worker (except one, to avoid perfect collinearity, or not having enough variation in the data) in the sample (999 indicator variables). These latter
variables are the “individual fixed effects.” Under certain assumptions, this analysis controls for the time-invariant individual-specific characteristics of sample members, and thereby creates estimates of the effects of each of the components of the career pathways programs on the wages. Note that the number of periods in the model is arbitrary; one could have three or more periods instead of two, but at least two are needed because the analysis relies on having longitudinal data.

For this and other identification strategies, outcome variables other than wages are possible, as well: an indicator variable that signals a transition to a target occupation or set of occupations, or another marker of career advancement, also can be analyzed as a function of the program characteristics experienced by individuals in the sample. This would allow a researcher to determine the effects of selected program components (or a general program enrollment) on career advancement. Again, both the program components and the outcome need to be observed for a single worker at two or more time points. Individual fixed-effects models do not need to assume a parallel trend between individuals. For instance, more educated workers might see more rapid increases in their wages. The individual fixed effects in theory control for both the unobservable and observable characteristics of each individual. However, the model does not control for characteristics of each individual that change over the time period. So, for instance, if a worker got more education over the time period, that would not be accounted for by the fixed effect (although it could be incorporated in the model elsewhere.)

In sum, analyses using regression discontinuity designs, comparison designs (including those employing propensity score matching), difference-in-differences models, or individual fixed effects models are appropriate when one has the right kind of data from a program or set of programs, and when the assumptions that are made by the model selected can be tolerated. Although these types of analyses do not allow a researcher to make fully causal conclusions, they are viable approaches for understanding the relationship between individuals’ program experiences and their outcomes. When experimental evaluation designs are infeasible, quasi-experimental evaluations and the associated analytic strategies are an option for examining issues related to programs’ long-term effects, component effects, and, data permitting, subgroup effects.

2.3 Data Sources

This section summarizes data sources that should be considered for studies of impacts of career pathways approaches.

2.3.1 Existing Impact Evaluations

In planning future evaluations on career pathways approaches, DOL should consider the existing data sources that would allow researchers to effectively analyze them. Previous evaluations have used a variety of data sources which may also be useful in future work on career pathways. Among these data sources, the ones used for impact evaluations using randomized experiments appear to be the most useful for extended career pathways evaluations in the future, because they have (or had) regularly implemented data collection procedures for outcomes data.

In Exhibit A.1, we summarize completed and ongoing impact evaluations relevant to career pathways strategies as designated by the type of design—either experimentally designed evaluations or quasi-experimentally designed evaluations. Because DOL is interested in understanding how the workforce field itself defines and implements career pathways initiatives, our work in the knowledge
development phase cast a broad net in deciding which studies to include. The Research and Evaluation Synthesis report included any study that included initiatives that described themselves as involving career pathways, as well as others that had at least some elements of the pathways approach, whether or not they met any particular definition of the model. The report also included several training efforts that were not explicitly career pathways approaches—in some cases predating the concept—where there were major studies of initiatives representing core elements of that model, such as sector partnerships or integrated basic education and training.

Although evaluations of program components that became part of the career pathways approach date to the 1980s, there has been a recent wave of research that has evaluated larger-scale programs, including ones that explicitly adopt a career pathways approach, usually implemented at the federal level, with larger sample sizes. Many of these evaluations have implemented experimental evaluations, which offer strong causal evidence on impacts of these career pathways programs. Many of the completed impact evaluations had follow-up periods of four years or less, with the majority three years or less. In large part, this was because tracking individuals after randomization was costly and limited by the length of an evaluation contract. The ongoing impact evaluations generally have longer follow-up periods, and so ultimately will offer more insights into long-term impacts than the completed ones. However, most ongoing studies have published only short-term impact findings so far. As noted earlier, just two studies to date have reported long-term impact findings (five years or longer).

The Pathways for Advancing Careers and Education (PACE) evaluation provides an example of a current career pathways study using an experimental evaluation design that includes relatively long-term follow-up. PACE is evaluating a diverse group of nine career pathways programs in a range of industries across the United States with different settings and target populations. The PACE impact evaluation consists of an experimentally designed impact evaluation at each site, with randomization occurring at the individual level: students were randomly selected either to participate in a career pathways program or not. The PACE evaluation has one of the larger sample sizes among the studies in Exhibit A.1; the evaluation of the Pathways to Healthcare Program at Pima Community College in Arizona, for example, has a single-site sample size of more than 1,000 students. The PACE data include administrative records on study participants (e.g., community college course enrollment, credential completion, employment and earnings data), as well as a follow-up survey that measures varied outcomes, including service receipt and job quality and progression. The early impact reports measure outcomes at approximately 18 months after random assignment, and a follow-on study is measuring outcomes at 36 and 72 months.16

This type of evaluation would be an ideal target for even longer-term analyses on outcomes following career pathways advancement, and it would help address the Long-term Impacts research question on advancement in career pathways. It would be necessary to match existing administrative data sets with the records that have been collected through an evaluation such as PACE, where information on administrative wage records for a longer period of time can be collected. This would help determine, for example, whether individuals who were randomly selected to participate in these career pathways programs experienced higher earnings, wages, and other outcomes of interest potentially five or more years after program entry.

---

16 PACE reports published to date are available at [http://www.career-pathways.org/](http://www.career-pathways.org/).
The ability to measure long-term outcomes is important when considering quasi-experimental designs to evaluate career pathways programs. Exhibit A.1 also details previous and current examples of quasi-experimental designs, which do not delineate treatment and control conditions through randomizations. Although there is a lesser ability to make causal claims from results because of selection bias, the sample sizes are often larger, because it is possible to create a comparison group using administrative data. With more administrative data on individuals becoming more readily available over the last decade or more, and considering the reduced cost for these types of evaluations, QEDs can provide answers to questions retrospectively on impact measures without the time and effort necessary to set up an experiment prospectively.

The example of the I-BEST QED evaluation, discussed earlier, highlights how early promising results from a QED were built on with a longer-term experimental evaluation to more accurately capture successful long-term outcomes. One drawback of the evaluation’s propensity score matching and difference-in-differences analyses of statewide administrative data was the limited timeframe of the outcome measures, which was only two years from the start of college enrollment. The I-BEST program is now undergoing another round of evaluation in PACE, where impacts are being measured using an experimental design and a longer follow-up period to measure outcomes (Glosser et al., 2014).

In addition to linking to administrative data, DOL also can consider approaches in linking existing career pathways program evaluation data to newly developed surveys or qualitative means of collecting data. For instance, it might be worthwhile to follow up with individuals who were a part of selected evaluations with new surveys on employment outcomes or other outcomes, many years removed from the time of their randomization. These types of data collection efforts also would be helpful in determining whether individuals’ long-term employment outcomes change over time, and whether these outcomes differ across the treatment and control groups.

In addition to linking data, DOL could consider pooling data from existing evaluations. One method of doing such pooling is to take data from across studies where both the individual-level and program- or site-level data are available, and analyze how program variation associates with variation in individual impacts. Such an analysis can help determine the contribution to program impact of individual program components and implementation practices. In existing evaluations that are implemented across various institutions, it can be difficult to determine the specific impact of a program component without pooling data—in order to have enough program- or site-level variation to analyze. To appropriately pool these types of data, consistent program-level measures and outcome measures must exist across the evaluations. As noted in Subsection 2.2.1 on descriptive analyses, one option would be for new research to collect retrospectively these program-level measures for use in either pooled individual-level analyses or meta-analyses.

2.3.2 Administrative Data

Beyond existing impact evaluations on career pathways strategies and linking to their data sets, another option is the use of primary administrative data, mostly for exploring the Component Impacts and Subgroup Impacts questions. Administrative data can be used with an appropriate causal research design—such as a randomized controlled trial, leveraging of existing lotteries, or a difference-in-differences approach—to answer questions about the impacts of programs on participants’ outcomes, but cannot reliably answer such questions in the absence of a strong design (Klerman & Rolston, 2015). Large-scale administrative data sets can also help determine which program components are
most likely to lead to positive outcomes, and which subgroups might gain the most from career pathways programs.

In order to link data between different data sets, whether or not the data are administrative or are drawn from surveys, one typically makes use of identifiers of various sorts. These can be numeric identifiers such as social security numbers and names. This information is sensitive and needs to be safeguarded under guidance from one or more Institutional Review Boards (IRBs). Also useful in matching records are such data as date of birth and gender. Matching can be exact or inexact; the latter is often useful when there are errors in one or more data sources. Matching can also be one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many, depending on how many records a particular person has in a particular data source. For instance, in an earnings database, each individual may have one record per quarter.

The fundamental source for these types of analyses is administrative, which is individual-level data that generally have good coverage (meaning data are available for the vast majority of the study sample) and can have minimal missing values. Several potential sources are available to not only track outcomes, but to incorporate detailed demographic information, as well. The National Directory of New Hires increasingly is used among researchers to track individuals’ wage and employment histories over longer periods of time. NDNH also has the advantage of tracking wages and employment histories across state borders (which UI data is unable to do, because it must be requested from individual states, although requests from multiple states are possible).

In addition to NDNH and UI, DOL could explore the use of Internal Revenue Service (IRS) data to track individuals’ earnings, other income, and employment histories. The IRS has both earned and unearned income data on individuals. IRS data is increasingly being used in research, although the process of obtaining the data is still long and involved and can be costly.

Lastly, DOL might explore options in ECE or postsecondary data, to provide a more complete picture of individuals’ educational histories and trajectories, both before and after their enrollment in a career pathways program. Options include the T.E.A.C.H. data, which includes information on those who pursue careers in ECE and their education and employment outcomes. Additionally, the National Student Clearinghouse (NSC) is a comprehensive data set that provides information on enrollment and certificate and degree attainment on almost all postsecondary students at public and not-for-profit private universities and colleges in the United States (participation by for-profit postsecondary institutions is more limited). It is important to note, however, that NSC coverage of non-credit enrollments and credentials is less complete than credit-bearing ones. These data may be able to help researchers understand the extent to which individuals are completing multiple stackable credentials in a career pathway, and determine whether students are progressing through career pathways programs by completing related credentials, at least in the kinds of institutions that the NSC covers.

**2.3.3 Survey Data**

DOL could consider collecting new survey data on selected outcomes and/or specific populations of interest. In learning more about individuals who enter career pathways and attempt to advance through them, it is important to collect follow-up information on their outcomes, particularly in aspects that are not regularly collected through administrative data sources. The knowledge and
understanding of their potential career and employment options, the quality of the jobs participants obtain, the extent to which they continue on in education and training, and the extent to which they can balance personal and professional responsibilities are some of the important pieces of information that could shed light on interpreting the impacts of career pathways programs and help generate theories about ways to improve their effectiveness. They could also be used to collect information on underrepresented groups, where less information is currently available (see Section 2.4 below). A key issue will be size of the survey and whether it can be conducted to be representative of the existing sample.

As noted above, possible new survey data might include long-term follow-ups with participants who were part of a completed career pathways study. New data collection presumably would involve some type of linkage to that evaluation, with the new surveys asking about their employment outcomes and whether their perspectives on jobs and careers had changed after several years. New surveys also can include the perspectives of employers, or the American Job Centers staff who are employed to help workers seeking employment or additional training.

Existing survey data also can be useful. Valuable insights can come from cross-sectional data sets that contain occupational, wage, and educational information. One such survey is the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Occupational Employment Statistics (OES). The relationship among occupations, education, and wages found in such data sets provides the context required for the planning and implementation of career pathways programs; potential and current program participants also use this important information to inform their own career planning and choices.

2.4 Practical Considerations and Tradeoffs

The impact questions for future career pathways research are important. Indeed, future research has the potential to illuminate the long-term effects of career pathways strategies, as well as provide insights about which specific components of career pathways drive impacts and about subgroup effects. Adding to existing research and embarking on new research need not be mutually exclusive endeavors; but it is important to prioritize which program components and which subgroups are of greatest interest to DOL and to the field. That information is essential in order to design plans that build on existing evaluations (by reanalyzing existing data or conducting additional follow-up) or plans for new evaluations. With this in mind, there are some tradeoffs for DOL to consider.

Sample Size and Associated Detectable Effect Size

As discussed, evaluating the impacts of many program components and component-subgroup combinations requires sample sizes of sufficient power to detect component-specific and subgroup-specific impact magnitudes. Sample sizes have direct implications for the cost and practicality of conducting new evaluations. If DOL chooses to plan new evaluations, we would encourage a more specific power analysis than what we present here to identify the optimal sample sizes for the specific research. Although larger studies are simply more expensive than smaller ones, there are certain set-up costs regardless of sample size; once these are sunk, the incremental cost of additional respondents

---

17 Knowledge and understanding of career and employment options is hypothesized to improve employment outcomes through counseling provided in career pathway programs (see Fein 2012).

18 Such surveys typically are of employees and may not fully represent the self-employed. The use of such surveys in industries such as early childhood education where many workers are self-employed may therefore be limited.
is marginal. Various factors affect those set-up costs, however; a new evaluation that requires a large individual-level sample also might need to take place in multiple locations. Planning for a study’s sample size—and the implications of that size for costs and logistics—should be informed by power calculations. Moreover, an evaluation that has differential or additive effects (of various program components, for instance) can expect to have relatively smaller detectable effects than an evaluation that considers an overall treatment effect; and these smaller differential or additive effects require a larger sample to be detected.

**Focus on Components**

DOL also must consider what will be necessary in order to evaluate the effect of program components of interest on career pathways programs. For new components, programs may need new funding to be able to integrate the components into their practice. Further, new program components need to be implemented in a way that permits their rigorous evaluation. The HPOG Impact Study’s addition of three such components in 19 of its 42 programs illustrates that this is possible. To evaluate the effect of existing program components may not require additional funding, but instead will require programs to reconfigure how they provide participants access to the components, aligning with research needs while minimizing program disruption. These are not insurmountable challenges, but ones that DOL must consider and plan for to ensure the success of future research.

**Consent Language**

Another category of practical considerations relates to informed consent of study participants. Research ethics requires that people enter into studies fully informed and voluntarily. As a result, research uses “informed consent” agreements, which advise participants of their rights, expectations and possible risks. Usually, these agreements detail what data will be used, how data will be used, and who has access to it, and typically limit it to a specified period of time. As a result, to re-analyze or build on existing evaluation data requires researchers to examine past informed consent language to ensure that further work and/or additional data collection is permissible. If not, the evaluation would need to secure new informed consent agreements, and the feasibility, cost, and time involved in doing so would need to explored. At minimum, because of the promise of using existing data or collecting additional data that builds on previous evaluations as a cost-effective option for examining the correlates of program impacts, future research projects should use consent agreements that permit longer-term follow-up and add-on studies funded by different contracts.

**Focus on Underrepresented Groups**

A final set of research challenges relate to focus on underrepresented groups. Groups that have not been part of career pathways research in the past also are not readily available as the subject of future research because they may continue to be underserved by career pathways programs. To address that in future research will require modifications within programs themselves. Changes in outreach strategies, changes to target participants, changes to performance management systems, and changes to make programs more accessible to a diverse participant pool are not simple to make. Existing programs will need to make them, however—and new programs will need to be designed accordingly—if future research is to result in lessons learned about how otherwise underrepresented groups experience career pathways programs.

Qualitative research methods, used in conjunction with some of the approaches outlined above, could be particularly useful for identifying and studying underrepresented groups. Such methods could focus on the barriers they face to participation, completion, and employment, and the program
components or configurations of components that may improve their career pathways program outcomes. These research approaches might include surveys of and interviews with underrepresented groups. The PACE evaluation, for example, has conducted a series of interviews with a small sample of treatment and control group members about such questions. While not representative of the entire sample, key findings include that though a majority of participants were still on the career pathway 18-24 months after enrollment (either working or training in the field), they no longer saw themselves as connected to the program and faced a number of challenges including tight finances, low-paying jobs, and difficulties balancing training and family responsibilities (Seefeldt, 2017). These findings provide important context for understanding the study’s findings on impacts.
3. Workers’ Career Trajectories in the Economy

This chapter considers descriptively workers’ career trajectories. This is defined as the series of occupational steps that correspond to job opportunities, generally with higher wages, that exist in the labor market, regardless of specific programs or initiatives. Research on career trajectories can be used to set the context and expectations for what might be achieved in career pathways programs based on the experience of workers in the labor market more generally (not just those in career pathways programs). Specifically, a deeper understanding of the extent to which and how workers advance in the labor market in particular sectors and occupational clusters could help policymakers and practitioners better target career pathways initiatives to those that offer the most potential for advancement. Such research could also inform design of career pathways programs by examining the steps typically followed by workers who succeed in advancing, as well as how common or rare progression through those steps is.

The motivation behind this research is the following: If in examining the labor market as a whole—or a sub-segment of it such as a large healthcare system—workers do not frequently make a transition between a particular pair of occupations, that raises the question as to whether it makes sense to include such a transition as a goal for a career pathways program. Conversely, if we observe a particular occupational transition frequently, then planners of career pathways programs may want to consider including it in a career pathways program, especially if the transition appears desirable (e.g., represents an advance in skills, wages, or both).

In other words, because the labor market as a whole is the context in which career pathways programs operate, it makes sense to look at the transitions in the labor market as a whole in order to understand this context. Such analysis also could help generate and refine research questions for career pathways evaluations.

3.1 Introduction to Career Trajectories Research Questions

The research questions that this chapter considers are the following:

In the absence of career pathways programs, to what extent, and how, do workers advance on their own through multiple, progressively higher levels of education and training, and associated jobs, within a pathway over time? To what extent is advancement more common for workers from specific settings or backgrounds? To what extent do wages increase for workers who progress through these pathways? What are the implications for designing and evaluating career pathways initiatives?

In addition, policymakers and practitioners seek to understand how career trajectories might vary by business and industry sector and by occupational cluster. For example, Congress specifically highlighted its interest in the healthcare and ECE sectors in WIOA’s language requiring DOL to conduct career pathways evaluation research. In response, this chapter also considers approaches for generating useful research on the ECE sector specifically (per DOL’s request, given the scarcity of
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19 Occupational steps may involve changes to jobs with lower wages, or to jobs at the same wage, with other features that compensate for the lower earnings, such as more and better training and advancement opportunities, or a better work environment, commute, or hours, etc. However, given the focus in the career pathways field and in the WIOA legislation on low-wage workers, transitions that lead to higher wages and earnings are of the most interest for this report.
information on it relative to the healthcare sector). We also include healthcare examples in this chapter, however.

Career trajectories are composed of occupational transitions, and several factors influence the frequency of a particular transition between two occupations.\textsuperscript{20} The first is the overall frequency of each occupation in the economy as a whole. Some occupations are common, in that there are many incumbents; examples include Retail Salesperson, Cashier, Food Preparation and Serving Worker, Office Clerk, and Registered Nurse (these were the top five occupations in BLS’s Occupational Employment Statistics in May 2016).\textsuperscript{21} OES also tracks many less common occupations. Some of those found least frequently are Household Cook, Fishing and Hunting Worker, and Radio Operator.

All things being equal, if an occupation is large, then it will attract more people into it because there will be more openings (even if it is not generating openings at as rapid a rate as a small occupation). At the same time, if an occupation is large, more people will be leaving it. In fact, openings and departures, rather than the size of the occupation itself, mostly determine the number of transitions. If an occupation is large but it is not growing, and people are not leaving it at a high rate due to retirements and quits, it may not offer many opportunities despite its size. BLS estimates openings for occupations as part of its employment projections program, estimating both employment growth (or decline) and turnover. However, BLS does not estimate what occupations the people filling the openings come from.\textsuperscript{22}

The second factor that affects the frequency of a transition between two occupations is their similarity. Occupations can be similar in several ways. They can be similar in the skills and/or education they require, in wages, and in industry sector or type of establishment (e.g., hospital, construction site). Note that one of the main goals of career pathways programs is to facilitate transitions from lower-paying jobs to higher-paying jobs, typically within the same sector. The “lifelong learning” movement also drives workers to get more education to move to more skilled occupations and improve their status (Coleman, 2017). It is important to know the extent to which such transitions are taking place in the labor market as a whole in order to know the extent to which one can realistically expect them in the context of career pathways programs. Such analyses are also important for assessing the extent to which local successes in career pathways programs are scalable to the entire economy.

3.2 Research Approaches

This section discusses five research approaches to understanding workers’ career trajectories:

- Using extant survey and administrative data to identify trajectories that occur commonly in the labor market,

---

\textsuperscript{20} In some cases, there can be a career ladder within a single occupation in a particular employer’s occupational definitions (e.g., “Scientist,” “Senior Scientist,”), but we are focusing on transitions between occupations in this section.

\textsuperscript{21} Information on the 10 most prevalent occupations is available here: https://www.bls.gov/oes/2016/may/largest.htm.

\textsuperscript{22} It is very common for workers to move from one job to another within the same occupation, but this movement is of much interest for career pathways programs, except to the (substantial) extent that the movement typically prevents others from entering that occupation from other occupations.
• Designing a new survey instrument to track workers using a sample that is representative of the labor market as a whole or a single industry sector,

• Using predictive analytics to determine possible career trajectories of workers,

• Conducting cross-state difference-in-differences analyses to determine the effects of various policies on transitions, and

• Conducting qualitative studies based on interviews with workers to understand individual workers’ trajectories and choices.

### 3.2.1 Using Extant Data to Identify Common Trajectories

Two types of extant data—survey and administrative—can be used to understand descriptively the occupational transitions that are occurring in the economy. Section 3.3 provides detail on sources of each of these types of data.

In using extant survey data, it is important that the data set be large, representative, and have a longitudinal component so that occupational transitions can be captured. Extant federal government surveys include the Current Population Survey (CPS from Census and BLS), Occupational Employment Statistics (from BLS), and the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY from BLS). One problem is that unless an occupation is large, not many incumbents of that occupation will be present in the type of representative sample typically found in such surveys. This problem is exacerbated when the research focus is only a single industry. This can result in unreliable estimates when transition counts are low (Kambourov & Manovskii, 2013). Typically, extant surveys of this type do not focus on particular sectors of the economy, but the economy as a whole. The NLSY and CPS contain information on educational attainment and demographics that can be used to better understand who is undertaking these transitions.

For a previous DOL project, Abt used data on occupational transitions from the Current Population Survey. Looking at one occupation often included in career pathways programs—Nursing, Psychiatric, and Home Health Aide—we found that 254 incumbents transitioned from year to year into another occupation. The most common transition was to Personal Care Aide (70 cases), followed by Licensed Practical and Licensed Vocational Nurse (26 cases) and Registered Nurse (24 cases). These two transitions to nursing often would be included in a career pathways program. Exhibit 4 displays the findings about transitions in a Sankey diagram, a type often used to visualize flows.
Information such as this would be valuable to designers of career pathways programs in understanding what occupational transitions are most likely and therefore perhaps most feasible to incorporate into a program. For example, career pathways “roadmaps” often show Registered Nurse (RN) as the career step following Licensed Vocational Nurse (LVN). In a similar analysis of LVN incumbent transitions for the same DOL project, however, we found that workers more commonly moved to one of a variety of Technician jobs.

### 3.2.2 Tracking Workers with a New Survey of a Representative Sample

A new survey could track workers across their careers, examining their wages over time, their occupational trajectory, firms worked in, and education and training credentials earned. It also could collect demographic data. Typically, a new survey would be targeted at a particular sector, such as healthcare or ECE. The ideal survey would be longitudinal (covering as many years of a worker’s career as possible) with data collected at regular enough intervals to minimize issues with respondents’ recall. Such a survey would have a large sample size to allow for estimates from sectoral subsamples. As a result, such a survey would be quite costly. Though focusing on a particular sector may be less expensive, it would still be quite costly because it would need responses from sufficient numbers of workers in each occupation in that industry to gather reliable statistics on transitions and
also to represent the whole country and smaller geographies such as states. Relatively less common occupations might need to be oversampled.

Another possibility is adding occupational data to UI and LEHD data. This would be a new mandate to states and employers, and as such might be difficult to achieve, but access to such data would greatly increase the value of UI and LEHD data to policymakers and researchers.

Thus, there are tradeoffs between representativeness and cost. It may be more cost effective to conduct a survey in a single large firm, such as a large healthcare system, even if employment in that firm is not fully representative of its industry as a whole. It also might be necessary to oversample particular occupations, if possible; especially those occupations that might not be sufficiently represented in a simple random sample.

If cost concerns can be overcome, surveys can be a source of rich data. For instance, researchers could survey workers in detail about their education and skills (the latter using a typology of skills such as exists in O*NET, DOL’s preferred system for describing occupations). If the survey is longitudinal, and measures career trajectories in terms of occupations, industries, and wages, interesting studies can be made that relate the measured education and skills to the trajectories.

Custom surveys are probably more practical when they focus on occupations in particular industries or within particular regions. Lists of employers within a particular industry are useful for conducting such surveys. Dun and Bradstreet is one of the best sources of employer lists, and its lists can be searched geographically and by industry, since every employer has an associated industry (NAICS) code. Once researchers have made a list of employers, they can be surveyed or their permission sought to survey their employees. This can become logistically difficult and costly when many employers are involved, especially if many of them employ small numbers of workers. For instance, the ECE field has a mix of employers, from large national chains such as Bright Horizons to small local chains and stand-alone centers, home care, and nannies. It is much easier to survey just one or a few large employers than to try to survey a whole industry, but at the expense of representativeness, since a few employers are not representative of an entire industry.

3.2.3 Predictive Analytics to Determine Promising Career Trajectories

Researchers are increasingly interested in the use of predictive analytics and machine learning (Kelleher, Mac Namee, & D'Arcy, 2015) to improve the way programs function in a wide variety of policy domains, including in workforce development. Predictive analytics uses information about the past and present to predict the future. One common application of predictive analytics is in credit scoring, in which an individual’s history of repaying debt is used to predict their credit worthiness. Machine learning is a field of computer science where computers learn from available data without being explicitly taught, but rather through examples. For instance, a machine may learn to recognize a cat by showing it two sets of pictures, one set that contains cats, and one set that does not, where the pictures are labeled as positive and negative examples (Clark, 2012). Machine learning and other statistical techniques are commonly used in predictive analytics.

One idea is to apply predictive analytics to available data, to predict the likely career trajectories of individual workers (or subgroups of workers) using their demographic characteristics and their wage and employment histories. For instance, one might predict the future earnings of a worker who is a Home Health Aide, based on current earnings, test scores, education, and age, as well as the probability of transitions into related occupations such as Medical Assistant, Licensed Practical Nurse...
(LPN) and Registered Nurse. Such analyses can generate recommendations on the type of training those workers should receive from career pathways programs to optimize their wage or employment outcomes in the future. For instance, if it is highly probable that person can transition to licensed practical nurse, LPN training might be recommended. One must be cautious that the use of such analytics do not have the effect of reproducing existing demographic segregation in occupations. For instance, if men are not found in many health professions, one would not want to discourage a man from going into such a profession because the analytics “predict” he is not suited for it. Similarly, one would not want to discourage women and/or members of racial and ethnic minority groups from going into construction, or other fields in which they are under-represented (Berger, Black, & Smith, 2001).

In another example, a worker’s retrospective occupational and wage trajectories can be used to predict possible future job options for the worker and perhaps could be used in American Job Centers (AJCs), in educational contexts, and elsewhere. Education, skills, experience, and potentially other characteristics of a particular worker could be matched to similar workers in a data set and used to suggest possible next steps in their career pathway. These suggested next steps could be customized to a particular local labor market, as local conditions vary greatly. The process also could be used for “what if” modeling, so individual workers can see their likely future employment and wage trajectories based on what kinds of training they receive. Data from private vendors such as LinkedIn and PayScale also can reveal relationships between particular educational choices and career outcomes. Initiatives designing career pathways also can use these retrospective trajectories to determine the most promising sequences of education and training to invest in for the future.

3.2.4 Cross-State Difference-in-Differences Analysis

Different states have different policy environments for similar occupations. For instance, one state may have more stringent licensing requirements for a particular occupation than does another, and this can influence the flow of workers into or out of occupations. If two neighboring states have similar regulatory environments, and then one of them makes a policy change to a more or less stringent environment, a natural experiment is set up, which can be analyzed using the difference-in-differences method described in Section 2.2.5 on quasi-experimental methods. Such research has the possibility of illuminating the extent to which policy change can affect the magnitude of the flows of workers along particular occupational transitions.

For example, there has been pressure in recent years to increase the formal educational requirements for Registered Nurses. Formerly, an RN could have either a two-year or a four-year degree; more and more, however, healthcare employers are requiring a four-year degree. If one of the states began requiring that RNs have a bachelor’s degree to be licensed, then the change would affect flows into the occupation, wages in the occupation, and the supply of RNs available to work in that state. A difference-in-differences model comparing states with such a rule to states without it could estimate these impacts.

23 The term “natural experiment” is typically used to describe such situations, but it is important to note that such “natural experiments” are not true scientific experiments, because the units of analysis are not randomly assigned to the treatment and control conditions. Therefore selection bias is still present.

24 One might want to omit states adjacent to the treated states in such an analysis in order to avoid concerns about spillovers (Black, McKinnish, & Sanders, 2005).
3.2.5 Conducting Qualitative Studies to Understand Workers’ Trajectories

Qualitative studies could also be useful for understanding how workers progress through career trajectories. Structured interviews with workers in selected industries could inquire about the professional and education and training experiences of workers who had advanced to their desired occupations, as well as workers who were hoping to take such steps. The focus of such a study would be on understanding workers’ aspirations within an occupational field, the steps they took or plan to take toward advancement, barriers they encounter, and the services and supports they need to successfully advance. The PACE treatment and control group interviews noted earlier are an example of the rich information about barriers and facilitators that can be gathered in this way (Seefeldt, 2017).

Such a study could be useful in understanding trajectories in fields in which advancement appears limited. For example, within the early care and education field, Cheng et al. (2018) noted that many child care workers who obtain additional education leave early care settings for the K-12 system. A qualitative study could help researchers to understand whether workers would prefer to stay in non-school early care settings and if there are barriers to doing so beyond lower wages. Qualitative studies could also be useful for understanding whether trajectories look different for different subgroups of workers, and could illuminate barriers for subgroups that tend to be less successful at advancing in a given occupational field.

Given that such a qualitative study would likely involve a relatively small number of workers and would be limited in terms of representativeness and generalizability, it may be done in conjunction with one of the other approaches outlined above.

3.3 Data Sources

This section reviews seven survey and administrative data sources relevant to research on career trajectories: the Current Population Survey, Panel Study of Income Dynamics, American Community Survey, Occupational Employment Statistics, data collected as part of the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, and data from private companies. This section also describes structured interviews that could be part of a qualitative study aimed at understanding individual workers’ trajectories.

3.3.1 Current Population Survey

The Current Population Survey is a joint effort of the BLS and the Census Bureau and represents the main source of timely information about workers’ wages, occupations, and employment status. It is a monthly survey of about 60,000 households designed to be representative of the country as a whole. Households are rotated in and out of the survey each month. A given household is in the survey initially for four consecutive months, then out for eight months, and then in for four more consecutive months, before leaving permanently. Thus, each household is tracked in two consecutive years, allowing for a possible job transition.

There are various supplements to the CPS. Perhaps of greatest interest is the Job Tenure and Occupational Mobility Supplement, typically conducted in January or February, which asks workers about their occupation a year ago. Most workers do not change jobs over the course of a year, but some do, and occupational transitions can therefore be mapped with this data. Anonymized CPS
microdata are available from BLS; versions are also available from some third parties, such as the National Bureau of Economic Research.

3.3.2 Panel Study of Income Dynamics

The University of Michigan directs the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). Begun in 1968, it contains a nationally representative sample of over 18,000 individuals living in 5,000 families. Information on these individuals and their descendants has been collected continuously, including data covering employment, income, wealth, expenditures, health, marriage, childbearing, child development, philanthropy, education, and numerous other topics. The PSID, though much smaller than some of the other surveys discussed here, is truly longitudinal and therefore one of the most important national sources of survey data on worker movement across occupations, firms and industries.

Researchers have identified some drawbacks for using the PSID to understand worker mobility. First, workers’ occupation and industry of employment are only available annually in most cases, so if workers move more often, those transitions will not be captured, making the CPS a better choice for understanding more frequent job changes. Second, the PSID’s sample, by design, excludes immigrants arriving to the U.S. after 1968 so PSID findings can be generalized only to the non-immigrant population. Finally, there is “noise” in the PSID data with regard to the actual occupation of workers in the sample, though information on occupational changes is deemed reliable (Kambourov & Manovskii, 2013).

3.3.3 American Community Survey

The other main survey that is representative of the country as a whole is the American Community Survey (ACS), also conducted by Census. It is a monthly survey of about 300,000 households. This contains information on the incomes and occupations of respondents, along with a lot of other data, but has no longitudinal component, as new survey participants are chosen each month. Because there is no longitudinal component, ACS is not useful for examining occupational transitions. ACS microdata are available in public use microdata sample (PUMS) files.

3.3.4 Occupational Employment Statistics

Through its Occupational Employment Statistics program, BLS also collects data on occupational employment and wages. BLS surveys about 200,000 establishments every six months. However, like the ACS, there is no longitudinal component; the OES survey is designed so that each establishment is surveyed at most once within a three-year period. However, because OES is such a large survey, it allows BLS to compile information on occupational wages for individual states and urban areas, and therefore is useful for benchmarking the wage outcomes of career pathways programs, as career pathways programs typically are focused on a single locality. OES microdata is not typically available, but tabulations do exist for the nation, states, and metropolitan areas, as well as individual industries.

3.3.5 Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act Data

Another source of information about career progression comes from the U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration (ETA), as part of its administration of WIOA. It is a requirement of WIOA that AJCs report information about their clients to ETA for the purpose of performance monitoring. These administrative records are referred to as Participant Individual Record Layout (PIRL) and are stored in the Workforce Integrated Performance System (WIPS). PIRL
includes information on each client’s demographics, educational background, and receipt of government benefits such as Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). It also includes information on employment services and education and training received through WIOA (including the specific program) and on job placements (including whether a reported job placement is related to the training received). Each individual in WIPS is also matched to his or her Unemployment Insurance or similar earnings records for a limited follow-up period. Note that AJC clients are not similar to the population as a whole as they tend to be disadvantaged in some way (for instance, they may have recently lost a job). However, they are similar to the populations that typically are enrolled in career pathways programs, as those also commonly are targeted at disadvantaged populations.

3.3.6 National Longitudinal Survey of Youth

BLS also conducts the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth. This survey has been conducted in two waves, with initial surveys in 1979 and 1997, respectively. The survey is designed to follow a nationally representative sample of youth through their education and careers. For the 1997 wave, participants were born between 1980 and 1984 and were between 12 and 17 when first interviewed in 1997. The participants are now (as of this writing in December 2017) between 32 and 37 and continue to be interviewed every other year. The survey collects information about industry and occupation of employment and about wages. Though the sample is much smaller than either the CPS or the ACS, there are many more job transitions in its database, and this represents the richest source of career trajectories data available as part of a federal government survey. However, given the smaller sample, NLSY is most useful in examining transitions between more common occupations, because less common ones are unlikely to be present in the data to an extent that allows for statistically valid conclusions about the overall frequency of transitions in the labor market. NLSY also might have limited usefulness for understanding the trajectories of young workers given the current age of the 1979 and 1997 cohorts. NLSY microdata are made available under a public use or a restricted use license from BLS; the latter license includes some information, such as geographic identifiers, that is more sensitive.

3.3.7 Private Company Data

Private companies are increasingly collecting large amounts of information about people, their salaries, and careers. Two of the most notable are LinkedIn (now part of Microsoft) and PayScale. LinkedIn is the leading career-oriented social network and it encourages users to put versions of their resumes on their homepages. These resumes can in principle be mined to show career trajectories, although people’s occupations are not coded in a consistent manner, which makes it difficult to produce aggregate statistics. Techniques from machine learning for text classification can be employed to classify these jobs. LinkedIn does not collect compensation data, however. And LinkedIn’s users are not a representative sample of the population; its users tend to be more educated.

One advantage of LinkedIn’s large corpus of resumes is that it in principle represents a large longitudinal data set that would allow researchers to calculate career trajectories, although the absence of standardized titles and compensation data is an obstacle to doing this. Increasingly, though, researchers are working on ways to transform such somewhat unstructured data, such as that

---

25 The survey was re-fielded in 1998 to increase sample size, so a small proportion of respondents were 18 at the time of their first interview.
found in resumes, to the types of structured data that a formal survey with a closed set of responses to each question collects.

PayScale’s business model is based on providing compensation data to both employers and employees so that both parties have better information in setting and negotiating salaries. Employees provide their age, gender, race/ethnicity, job title, salary, employer, years of experience, and education (including school, degree, field, and date), as well as one prior job title. They are provided a custom salary report. PayScale then sells this crowdsourced data to employers. Because PayScale has many salaries for each job title, as well as data on prior job titles, it also has the ability to determine career trajectories.

Data from private sources such as LinkedIn and PayScale are not designed to be—nor are they—representative; but it is possible to combine the private data with government survey data that is representative. For instance, occupational transitions data from LinkedIn could be reweighted based on geography, wages, and occupational frequencies from large federal surveys such as OES, CPS, or ACS discussed above. For example, if LinkedIn’s users are more educated and more urban than the workforce as a whole, then reweighting potentially could correct for this, providing that there are sufficient people in LinkedIn’s database who are uncharacteristic of the database as a whole and can be reweighted accordingly.

The City University of New York’s (CUNY) New York City Labor Market Information Service uses data from PayScale to construct a set of thematic career roadmaps that show such trajectories. It has produced maps for several occupations and sets of occupations: Bookkeeper and Accountant, Cook and Chef, Home Health Aide, Medical Assistant, and Tech Support Worker. Each map lays out a variety of trajectories drawn from the PayScale data.26

3.3.8 Structured Interviews

Structured interviews are another possibility for a data source that could be used as part of a qualitative study to understand worker’s trajectories in greater depth. Interviews would be structured around common topic areas, including workers’ educational and professional backgrounds; motivations, goals, and aspirations; challenges in advancing in terms of occupational steps; and the factors that workers found beneficial to their success. Interview protocols would be semi-structured to discuss the topics listed above but would be open-ended to allow study participants to go into greater depth about a particular topic.

One challenge would be to recruit study participants that are working in the industry and career level of interest. If done in conjunction with another evaluation, options could include recruiting among those who have indicated an interest in the program or recruiting from staff at employer partners. Researchers may also be able to recruit participants for such a study through relationships with large employers or by reaching out to potential job seekers through websites and other entities that advertise jobs (to the extent that doing so is allowed). While these approaches would be unlikely to yield a representative sample, they could still provide valuable information.

26 See the CUNY Center for Urban research website for links to these maps: https://www.gc.cuny.edu/lmis/information/career_maps.
3.4 Practical Considerations and Tradeoffs

In most career pathways programs, there is a focus on a single sector, or a few sectors. Thus, the designers and implementers of such programs are typically focused on those industries, and not the economy as a whole. Analyzing career trajectories using surveys conducted by the federal government (mainly by BLS and Census) has limitations. Such surveys do not focus on particular industries and so typically do not have sample sizes that are sufficient to produce reliable statistics about particular industries. The main exception to the rule is the Occupational Employment Statistics program discussed above, because it surveys so many establishments. However, OES does not have a longitudinal component and therefore is not helpful in understanding occupational transitions.

As discussed above, one way to handle this problem is to conduct a new survey, but that can be expensive if representativeness is the goal. Another option, again as discussed above, is to collect data from large employers in the industries of interest. Administrative data from large employers exist in proprietary databases. Though information from a single large employer can be helpful in assessing worker mobility within that employer, it is not as helpful when workers transition between employers and move from one system to another. For instance, in New York City, there are five large hospital systems: New York Presbyterian, Mount Sinai, Northwell Health, New York University, and the public Health and Hospitals Corporation. Nurses and other workers may move from one to another, as well as to smaller clinics and hospitals. Integrating data between systems poses large logistical and technical challenges. This may be less of an issue when a particular employer dominates a sector in a particular locality.

Additionally, extant data may be affected by bias stemming from the way in which the data was originally collected. This could include omitted variable bias, opt-in bias, bias in the location of the original studies that limits their generalizability, etc. The extent to which bias is a factor would need to be considered in the context of the given data set, and researchers would need to understand how the original studies controlled for such bias. Conducting new surveys could address many of these issues, but could be very expensive, as described above.

Another consideration is that because the data on occupational transitions is descriptive, it does not allow answers to causal questions, such as what factors influence transitions into (or out of) a particular occupation. As discussed above, individual fixed effects models have the potential to address the impact of particular programmatic elements, or other interventions, on these transitions; but these models require longitudinal data on each individual involved, as well as administrative data on the intervention. This research approach does have the potential to make fairly rigorous estimates of impacts, even outside the context of an experimental design.

Maps of career trajectories are most useful in building understanding of the current structure of the labor market, which can inform career pathways program design. Qualitative studies based on in-depth interviews with workers could go a step further in informing career pathways program design or in illuminating trajectories in fields that are poorly understood, although they are unlikely to be representative and their limited generalizability should be recognized. They also do not help in estimating program impacts, unless the data on the transitions are coupled with a research design such as an experimental evaluation or an individual fixed effects model. In one of these contexts, however, differences in occupational flows between treated and untreated individuals can themselves serve as impacts of interest.
4. Role of the Public Workforce System

This chapter focuses specifically on the role of the public workforce system in career pathways and the priority research question on this topic that emerged from the project’s knowledge development phase. We examine the workforce system through the lens of AJCs and their relationship with career pathways initiatives. This chapter also introduces two main lines of inquiry about the workforce system through an implementation research framework. After introducing and discussing the relevant research question in Section 4.1, Section 4.2 discusses three approaches for addressing it: reviewing existing studies; conducting descriptive, implementation or other qualitative research; and pilot studies. Section 4.3 describes relevant data sources, and Section 4.4 discusses practical considerations and tradeoffs.

4.1 Introduction to Workforce System Research Question

The Career Pathways Design Study has one primary research question considering the public workforce development system and career pathways approaches:

What roles in career pathways initiatives is the workforce system playing as compared with other entities that more commonly lead these interventions, such as community and technical colleges?

In the context of career pathways approaches, the workforce system is the collection of publicly funded institutions and structures that offer training, career advisement, and employment benefits for job-seeking individuals. These institutions primarily involve AJCs, which are located within networks of local and regional Workforce Development Areas (WDAs) governed by local and state Workforce Development Boards.

The research question in this chapter addresses the extent and nature of the workforce system’s role in career pathways initiatives at the system and program levels. Career pathways initiatives commonly have been led by community and technical colleges (34 out of 52 studies from the Research and Evaluation Synthesis reported one of these institutions as the main site), though the public workforce system is often a partner (16 studies). As an extension of the primary research question, we also examine research approaches that could address the following related questions:

- To what extent is the workforce system’s role different at the program and system levels of career pathways initiatives? Are these roles shaped by the structure of past federal grant initiatives and workforce policies? How might they change with the implementation of WIOA and new grant opportunities?

In examining these related questions, it will be important to consider the role of the workforce system in career pathways through its partnerships and coordination with career pathways training providers as distinct from the community and technical college system’s role in career pathways initiatives. For example, one role played by AJCs is to fund career pathways training at community and technical colleges through Individual Training Accounts. Other roles for the workforce system may include assessing participants, referring them to a range of benefits and supportive services other than training, and helping place participants in jobs.
4.2 Research Approaches

This subsection discusses three approaches for answering questions about the public workforce system’s role in career pathways initiatives: reviewing existing studies, qualitative research, and pilot studies.

4.1.1 Review Existing Studies

One research option is to conduct a review of existing studies on career pathways initiatives with a specific focus on the AJCs. Although many of the impact evaluations listed in Exhibit A.1 involve AJCs to some degree, such as the Green Jobs and Health Care Impact Evaluation, Pathways for Advancing Careers and Education, and Accelerating Opportunity, there are other studies that evaluate them qualitatively. Much of the previous work on AJCs (and previously, One-Stop Centers) focused more on features of the system (e.g., Institutional Analysis of American Job Centers27), and less specifically on their role in career pathways initiatives at the system and program levels. If a thorough review of the literature confirms that this is indeed the case, then more research on that role could be worthwhile.

4.1.2 Descriptive, Implementation, or Other Qualitative Research

A second option is for DOL to make this research on the workforce system role a part of implementation studies on career pathways strategies as described in Section 2, and start with interviews with selected workforce officials at the state and local levels, including AJC managers and staff. This initial implementation research could focus on the following:

- To what extent do the state and local workforce agencies view it as their role to help promote or support career pathways programs? What types of activities do they provide (e.g., case management, career guidance, education and training referrals, financial assistance)? To what extent is implementation of career pathways strategies by the workforce system part of the goal of DOL grant programs and/or initiatives at the AJC, local WDA, and/or state levels?

These questions would identify current efforts and priorities and provide insight on the potential areas for growth, as well as challenges the system faces in involvement in career pathways initiatives.

Framing these implementation research questions could take two lines of inquiry. In the first, these implementation questions could be asked within the context of broader impact studies or outcome studies about career pathways approaches. These questions would help supplement the findings of quantitative analyses on the possible effectiveness of career pathways strategies, with information on how and why the workforce system may or may not have supported career pathways programs. This option could include interviews and focus groups with local employers, to determine their relationships with local AJCs, their involvement in career pathways programs, and the extent to which the AJCs facilitate the involvement of employers in career pathways programs.

In the second line of inquiry, DOL could examine the extent to which career pathways are being implemented by the workforce system in the way envisioned by WIOA. This is a broader framework of implementation, with a focus on the implementation of WIOA at the local level and its experiences.

---

in establishing career pathways programs. This examination would involve considering explicitly the extent to which the workforce system is playing the role that WIOA directed. It also could help differentiate the role that AJCs play in career pathways programs that may occur as part of a DOL or other grant program\textsuperscript{28} versus the role that AJCs play as part of the regular course of implementing WIOA. Such an analysis would allow an examination of this question:

- To what extent do AJCs see the WIOA policy environment (federal performance measures, funding levels, and state/local policy signals) as being supportive of a career pathways approach?

Within this framework, the study could examine the extent to which the transition to WIOA has focused more attention on career pathways strategies, or elements of these strategies such as sector training partnerships or integrated basic education and training.

### 4.1.3 Pilot Studies

A third option is to conduct pilots of program interventions within the workforce system that specifically focus on promoting movement along a career pathway. The goal of these pilots would be to test ways to increase AJC involvement in career pathways efforts. Pilot approaches to test could include AJC staff actively promoting progression along a pathway through regular meetings and reminders that focus on career advancement as a goal, or they could include having AJC staff refer clients to state or local career pathways initiatives and then place them in jobs once training ends or help them transition to the next step on the career pathway. Pilots also could include enhanced access to skills training and supports with connections to jobs along a career pathway, including career navigation services to guide workers’ training choices. Much of this research would include qualitative data collection and analyses from interviews with state and local workforce staff, as well as from employers and training providers. It also could include quantitative data collection and analysis of clients’ baseline characteristics, service receipt, and employment outcomes. Depending on the pilot intervention tested, more rigorous experimental studies could be designed (see Section 2 for a discussion of this approach).

### 4.3 Data Sources

This subsection discusses two data sources for workforce system research—primary qualitative data and administrative data—and addresses potential data concerns.

These research approaches on the workforce system and career pathways should start with interviews of AJC staff and clients to identify and refine questions for the two lines of qualitative inquiry and identify the current state of AJCs and their relationship with career pathways initiatives. An online survey of the AJCs is also possible to gather more systematic data on the connection to and challenges and successes with career pathways programs. DOL could also carry out this type of qualitative research with local employers, in order to understand the AJC-employer relationship in the context of career pathways initiatives.

\textsuperscript{28} For example, DOL has funded career pathways approaches and evaluations through such initiatives as the Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training (TAACCCT) and Workforce Innovation Fund (WIF) grants. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ Administration on Children and Families has supported career pathways strategies and evaluations through the Health Profession Opportunity Grants (HPOG) and the Pathways for Advancing Careers and Education (PACE) evaluations.
There are several administrative data sources that can provide descriptive information on this relationship between the workforce system and career pathways initiatives, as well as provide information on potential outcomes.

First, educational records, ideally administrative data from the community colleges (or other training providers) themselves, would be best for keeping track of participants’ progression through career pathways training programs. These data would include full course transcripts to track their enrollment and completion of specific course requirements, as well as information on the credentials earned (e.g., certificates, associate degrees). Demographic and assessment information, such as educational histories and test scores, also are potentially available from state community college data warehouses. This information could be supplemented with information from the National Student Clearinghouse, in case students transfer to four-year programs or attend another school from which data are not being collected directly.

In addition, data on demographic characteristics and service receipt are available through the Workforce Investment Act Standardized Record Data (WIASARD), and now the PIRL. The PIRL data offer information on individuals who receive services from AJCs, such as WIOA-funded training and other resources; they also provide information on background characteristics, as well as educational and wage histories. Wage outcomes are tracked for up to a year after AJC exit. To supplement this wage information, UI and NDNH data on these AJC clients would be important to track their long-term wage and employment outcomes. Additional wage and employment data, as well as federal benefits received, can be obtained in Social Security Administration or IRS data.

With any of these data sources, there are two main concerns: the ability to link individual-level information across the various data sets; and privacy and consent issues, as the data were collected through different systems. To be able to fully track career pathways program progress, from AJC entry to course enrollment and wage outcomes, those linkages have to occur. Linkages must be made in ways that privacy and consent procedures are considered. At the moment a lack of integrated data sources hinders this type of research as it is generally not possible, for example, for researchers to obtain information on which specific community or technical college programs or courses are being supported financially by WIOA at the individual level. Such information would be very valuable in understanding career pathway program progress and the role of the public workforce system. DOL’s Workforce Data Quality Initiative grants are aimed at addressing this issue by helping states to match education, training, and employment data to evaluate workforce development outcomes and develop consumer information tools.

### 4.4 Summary

There are various issues to consider when focusing on the workforce system in its current form, and proposing new research ideas on the system and its relationship to career pathways initiatives. The key concerns are determining whether and how the workforce system is engaged in career pathways work, and how it aligns with WIOA expectations. These considerations will need simply to be part of the analysis that addresses the research questions of interest.

The options we presented here for answering these research questions include implementation research that will help DOL examine the current state of such engagement, successes and challenges, and strategies for increasing involvement in the future.
5. Cost Analyses

When a policymaker or program director reviews the details of a particular program or component for potential adoption, cost is a crucial dimension in the decision-making process. The relationship between units of outcome and costs (e.g., how many people received training services per dollar spent) or monetary benefits and costs (e.g., what was the change in earnings per training dollar spent) provides a yardstick by which specific programs or components of a program can be compared. For example, which is more desirable: a costly intervention that produces very large average impacts or a more affordable intervention that produces more moderate average impacts? Thus, cost alone is a less informative dimension than how costs relate to the benefits of a program.

The measurement of all pertinent costs and benefits can be complex, and this chapter focuses on specific approaches for building policy-relevant and informative research in this domain.

5.1 Introduction to Cost Research Questions

Relatively little research has considered the costs associated with operating career pathways programs. As a result, the following is of priority interest for future research:

What are the costs associated with a given career pathways program to participants, funders, and employers, including opportunity costs? What do those costs “buy”? And to what extent are the benefits worth the cost?

A variety of costs are associated with career pathways programs, and these costs are borne by numerous actors, including participants, taxpayers, and society, including employers. The cost of the inputs to establish and operate the program (e.g., staffing, materials, curricula development, creation and maintenance of partnerships, tuition assistance, support services, facilities, administration, overhead) is covered by the funders (taxpayers, if using public dollars; society, if using private dollars). Program participants also bear a cost by attending the program (even those who may receive tuition assistance) in the form of unreimbursed expenses, plus the opportunity cost of attending the program, reflecting what participants have given up to attend, such as wages. Employers may bear costs related to helping design programs and curricula so that they meet industry needs, offering work-based learning opportunities and paying for training for incumbent workers.

One evaluation option may be to understand and characterize only these costs, rather than relating them to benefits. For example, how does the cost per outcome (or cost per person) compare with other similar programs? Other studies may be interested in comparing these costs with potential benefits; in this case, a conclusive measure of benefits (impact estimate), is necessary.

Benefits also are distributed among a range of actors: Participants earn increased wages and possibly also gain job benefits, such as health insurance and paid leave; public benefit programs such as TANF require less funding from taxpayers; employers hire more productive workers or see improved outcomes for clients; and society realizes the benefit of a more educated population or an improvement in worker productivity. Specific benefits to employers beyond higher productivity may include reduced job vacancy rates and lower recruitment and hiring costs. However, not all benefits are measured in dollars and cents; thus, to compare them with costs, researchers need to determine the monetary value of potential benefits. Furthermore, benefits may not be realized immediately (e.g.,
earnings gains accrue over a worker’s lifetime), so this analysis must include an approach to comparing all of the costs with all of the benefits (both current and future).

Finally, cost analysis should result in an expression that allows the result to be compared against other programs. If the focus of the analysis is only on cost, this likely will be some measure of average cost (e.g., average cost per person). If the analysis compares costs with benefits, this measure will indicate whether the costs outweigh the benefits, or vice versa.

### 5.2 Research Approaches

Analyses of cost generally fall into one of three categories: *cost allocation analysis* establishes how much resource is required for a given measure of intensity or magnitude of services; *cost-effectiveness analysis* establishes how much resource is required for a given change in outcome; and *cost-benefit analysis* compares dollar-valued inputs with dollar-valued outcomes. The type of cost analysis dictates the comparison that can be made with other programs. Cost-effectiveness analysis can demonstrate which programs produce desired outcomes for the lowest cost, whereas cost-benefit analysis results in a clear policy recommendation when comparing across programs—the lowest cost per benefit is the program that should be adopted.

The most appropriate cost analysis for a research study will be driven, in part, by the research design. Designs that produce impact estimates, such as experimental evaluations, are good candidates for a cost-benefit analysis because the outcomes and costs of the control group provide the necessary context for the outcomes and costs of the treatment group. That is, the benefits are calculated as the value of outcomes for treatment group members less the value of the corresponding “business-as-usual” outcomes for the control group members. It is important that this calculation should not double-count the opportunity cost of foregone earnings; this feature is implicit in the earnings impacts. Similarly, costs are calculated as the value of all resources used to provide the program to the treatment group less the value of any resources to provide the “business as usual” condition to the control group.

A cost-benefit analysis is not appropriate for designs that do not produce impact estimates because the monetary value of the program benefits cannot be determined and the counterfactual (“business-as-usual”) condition remains unknown. In this case, researchers may choose to collect information on costs incurred by programs and calculate costs per participant or costs per participant outcome; that is, a cost-effectiveness analysis. Researchers also can relate these costs to the sources that were used to fund the programs (e.g., public versus private dollars) (Holl et al., 2009). Cost allocation and cost-effectiveness analyses should make an effort to provide context for their findings by comparing them with cost analyses for similar programs, either through their own analysis of those other programs or from the literature.

As detailed below, the key inputs in a DOL career pathways study would be costs associated with each career pathways program itself (e.g., staffing, materials, tuition assistance, support services, administration, overhead) and the added costs of subsequent education and training (e.g., foregone wages, tuition, public subsidy of higher education) that result from participation in the program. The hypothesized impact of each career pathways program is increased education and training for its program participants, which is expected to result in improvements in employment and income. The most appropriate approach for measurement is likely to vary for inputs and outputs depending on data
availability, the form of findings, and the form of estimates taken from the relevant literature to make necessary model and parameter assumptions.

Note that unlike previous research approaches discussions elsewhere in this report, the rest of this subsection describes what amount to steps in a cost analysis process (rather than a selection of stand-alone research approach options for DOL’s consideration).

5.2.1 Identifying the Costs Associated with Career Pathways Programs from Various Perspectives

The costs of implementing, operating, and participating in a program are borne by numerous actors with various perspectives. The analysis of costs should separately aggregate costs for various specific groups, such as the following:

- **Program participants.** Costs to treatment group members include reduced earnings and available time (e.g., for family commitments or leisure) during training. The largest cost of program participation from the treatment group member perspective is the opportunity cost of foregone employment (and thus earnings) during that participation. Analysis of opportunity costs should calculate the extent of foregone employment at each site by direct contrast with the control group at the site. Specifically, impact models can be used to estimate differential earnings for the treatment group relative to the control group during the training period after random assignment. This difference (anticipated to be negative) represents the foregone employment cost of the intervention.

- **Taxpayers.** Many programs are funded by federal and state/local governments; in these cases, taxpayers incur tangible costs such as facilities, staffing, and materials. The most straightforward aspect of an analysis of cost is collecting data on tangible costs incurred by program funders. A standard approach for gathering these data is to collect them from programs directly, either via survey or by collecting and reviewing administrative documents that contain cost information. An additional dimension of taxpayer costs relates to the marginal social cost of public funds. Each dollar of government spending, (e.g., to fund a career pathways program or to provide a social support like the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)) costs society more than a dollar due to the cost of operating and distortions induced by the tax system.

- **Society.** When programs are not funded by the government, society bears the cost of program funding. The approach for collecting these cost data is the same as for government-funded programs. Businesses that employ program participants prior to their entering the program suffer from loss of workers or reduced productivity if participants replace work with training. For our purposes here, employer costs are included as part of society’s, but one could develop a study that broke their costs and benefits out separately. Identification of costs from the perspective of employers is very challenging; researchers can use targeted surveys of employers in specific industries or extant data sources to understand changes in employee hours, turnover, and productivity.

To organize and summarize the costs across different perspectives, an exhibit such as Exhibit 5 can be populated with program-specific information. For demonstration, the exhibit includes categories and components of costs that are likely to be included in career pathways programs.
**Exhibit 5. Expected Costs of a Career Pathways Intervention, by Perspective**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Program Participants/Treatment Group (relative to control)</th>
<th>Taxpayers</th>
<th>Employers</th>
<th>Society</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unique program elements</td>
<td>Pre-college or program-specific non-mainstream coursework</td>
<td>Opportunity cost of time (foregone earnings)</td>
<td>Funding</td>
<td>Loss of workers; reduced productivity</td>
<td>Funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct assistance (cash and education materials) to treatment group members</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>Funding</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>Funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program administration</td>
<td></td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>Funding</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>Funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainstream education or training</td>
<td>Education or training not unique to the program</td>
<td>Opportunity cost of time (foregone earnings) and cost of tuition</td>
<td>Funding for higher education</td>
<td>Funding for higher education (if offered)</td>
<td>Funding for higher education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.2.2 Assigning a Monetary Value to Benefits for Participants

As with costs, whether or not the outcomes of career pathways programs justify their costs depends very much on one’s perspective. Both this subsection and Subsection 5.2.3 describe approaches to measuring benefits across differing perspectives.

In general, program costs are incurred within the first few years of program participants’ enrollment, whereas potential benefits accrue through increased earnings for program participants over their lifetimes. In the career pathways framework, program participation may result in educational attainment for multiple years after random assignment, as students complete a program, become employed, return to complete a higher-level credential, etc. It is possible, depending on the local theory of change, that gains in earnings may not materialize for some time after program participation. For this reason, analysis of benefits must consider the value of future benefits, in some instances projected beyond the observed data, and always discounted to current dollars for comparability with costs and benefits that are realized today.

Projections and net present value calculations require making assumptions about the future earnings profiles of program participants based on outcomes observed during the timeframe of the study. To make the necessary projections, the analysis should use published literature on the returns to education for low-income workers, as well as long-term follow-up of evaluations that occurred sometime in the past. Previous rigorous studies, such as Bell and Orr (1994), offer approaches for developing lifetime earnings profiles based on observed earnings shortly after random assignment. More recent work extends this framework to consider other domains in addition to lifetime earnings, such as health, lifetime criminality, and educational attainment (Garcia et al., 2017). Other recent literature, particularly studies that focus on similar target populations, may have additional insight into projecting lifetime earnings profiles. Analysis of earnings can also be further decomposed into a wage component and an hours component (though wages and hours typically can be measured only through survey questions); understanding whether observed changes are due to shifts in hours or wages can play an important role when projecting a lifetime earnings profile.

Last, there are individual benefits other than employment-related outcomes that should be considered for inclusion. For instance, education is often thought of as providing nonmarket personal benefits of greater life satisfaction; employment offers fringe benefits, such as health insurance and paid sick leave; and children of treatment group members may benefit from improved education and economic
outcomes. The analysis of benefits should clearly define the benefits that will be monetized and included in the analysis. As with projecting earnings trajectories, prior literature can describe strategies for monetizing these specific benefits. Certain benefits may be too difficult to monetize and include in the analysis as to society; these benefits can be labeled as secondary and described separately.

5.2.3 Measuring Benefits to Taxpayers and Society

The impacts of career pathways programs are not limited to participants. Favorable impacts for participants also are likely to extend to taxpayers and society.

Taxpayers can realize benefits from a career pathways program in the form of changes in taxes, public benefits, and crime/incarceration. Some of the changes to public benefits and taxes represent changes in transfers that work in opposite directions. For instance, when training results in increased skills and employment in higher-paying jobs, those participants may receive less public assistance and pay more in taxes while the government pays less in public assistance and receives more in taxes. For some populations, these transfers may entirely cancel each other out (except for a small savings in administrative costs). However, even though changes in benefits and taxes may be close to neutral from the societal perspective, such changes can make a big difference from a participant perspective and the taxpayer perspective, and thus are important to a cost-benefit analysis. In addition, the decreased administrative costs associated with such transfers do represent a net positive gain from a societal perspective.

A number of resources exist for estimating the effects to taxpayers of changing conditions, such as increases in income. The net effect of increased income on benefits received and taxes paid is referred to as the effective marginal tax rate. One strategy for incorporating the effective marginal tax rate into analysis is to use estimates compiled by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO). The CBO conducts in-depth analysis on the effective marginal tax rate for low- and moderate-income workers. That analysis can be applied to the estimated lifetime earnings profiles in order to estimate the total reduction in public benefits plus the increase in taxes paid that accompany earnings gains (Congressional Budget Office, 2015). Though the CBO analysis includes some state tax and transfer payments, additional resources can be used to be sure all state and local tax information is captured. The Center for State Tax Policy at the Tax Foundation publishes information on state and local tax rates that can be used to supplement the CBO analysis as necessary in estimating changes in state and local tax revenue that will result from estimated changes in lifetime earnings. Also, researchers can try to model any potential multiplier effects on the local economy if they anticipate the injection of earnings to result in additional tax revenue that is not localized to study participants.

Reductions in benefits receipt due to increases in earnings will result in decreased administrative costs associated with the benefits programs. These reductions are a benefit to taxpayers. A common approach to monetizing this benefit is to assume an average level of administrative costs across all public benefits programs and to apply this multiplier to the estimated change in public benefits receipt (Karoly, 2008). Studies typically assume around 10 percent, which is in line with most estimates of 29

Note that this requires an assumption that current benefits and tax policy remain in place. However, this analysis is an efficient approach in that it does not repeat the exercise already completed by the CBO of estimating changes in benefits for TANF, Medicaid, UI, SNAP, housing assistance, and other benefits individually.

administrative costs found when examining budget details for the relevant federal and state agencies (Karoly, 2008; Isaacs, 2008).

Reductions in crime and incarceration are benefits to taxpayers, who fund police forces and many prisons/jails, as well as to society; these benefits can be measured directly. The benefits to taxpayers associated with such reductions can be calculated using estimated costs of fighting crime, prosecution, and incarceration (e.g., Cohen, 2004). The benefits to society are more difficult to measure, but include the economic growth and social stability associated with lower overall crime rates. As with benefits to participants, these benefits can be described separately if they are too difficult to monetize.

Last, the subset of society that are employers can realize benefits through two primary domains: quality of labor and productivity. Suppose employers are struggling to fill currently vacant healthcare positions because they require applicants to have certain credentials, and employers lack the foresight to understand that an investment in career pathways programs will produce credentialed, skilled workers in the future. In such a case, if career pathways programs are increasing the average skill level of program participants, employers may find it easier to meet their demand for skilled workers. This creates the potential for a stronger match between employer and employee, leading to a reduction in turnover. The employer may also realize benefits of the career pathways programs through improved productivity in the production of goods or provision of services—increases in productivity will be realized in the employer cost savings.

5.2.4 Relating Costs to Benefits

Once costs (and, if included, benefits) have been identified and measured, the researcher must choose a methodology to express the results of the analysis. As described in the preceding subsection, impacts of increased employment and income for program participants will change the public benefits received and taxes paid by them over their lifetimes. Because benefits and costs accrue over a long period of time and at varying intervals, monetized costs and benefits should be discounted to the year treatment group members enrolled in the program before the costs and benefits are compared, such that the comparison determines the net present value of each program. This present value approach allows an “apples to apples” comparison of costs and benefits that occur at different times.31

For cost-effectiveness studies, the most appropriate result to report is the average cost per participant or average cost per completed training. For cost-benefit analyses, several possibilities exist for comparing monetized inputs and outcomes (Dolfin & Schochet, 2012). One popular option is subtracting the present value of costs directly from the present value of benefits (the resulting value is also known as the net present value, or NPV). Another option is calculating the ratio of the present value of benefits to the present value of costs. Generally, ratio measures relating benefits to costs are easy to understand and interpret. However, these measures are sensitive to the classification of costs versus benefits. For instance, if career pathways programs reduce the costs of pursuing additional training, ratio-based measures will be sensitive to whether this value is added to program benefits or

31 Calculating the present value requires an adjustment of all monetized costs and benefits to the same year by applying a discount rate. For example, an researcher might follow the Office of Management and Budget (2003) guidance in Circular A-4 and use a discount rate of 3 percent, which is recommended for a program that “primarily and directly affects private consumption” where a “social rate of time preference” is the appropriate adjustment. Once a discount rate has been selected, monetized benefits based on literature estimates also should be adjusted accordingly.
subtracted from program costs (Dolfin & Schochet, 2012). Therefore, the remainder of this section assumes researchers relate costs to benefits using the NPV.

In addition to the overall NPV, researchers also can recalculate NPV according to the perspectives identified earlier. Specifically, from a treatment group member perspective, the NPV indicates whether enrolling in the program makes sense as a personal investment. From a taxpayer perspective, the NPV indicates the net taxpayer resources (adjusting expenditures today to account for lower expenditures and higher tax revenue in the future) needed to generate benefits experienced by taxpayers, such as reductions in crime and incarceration. Finally, from a societal perspective, the NPV indicates the net social resources needed to generate benefits experienced by segments of society, such as employers.

In addition to these cost analyses by perspective, research can attempt to disentangle the costs and benefits of various program components. Such an analysis could be particularly fruitful in identifying which components generate the largest returns in excess of their cost. Detailing the costs of different program components might be straightforward if cost information for the program component of interest is available at the proper level of granularity. However, this calculation could be complicated if those data are not available or there are costs that are common to various program components (Barnow & Trutko, 2010). In such a case estimating the cost of a program component may require researchers to make assumptions about how total program costs are distributed across program components. In addition, the ability to precisely detect the benefits due to those specific components can be very challenging. Such an analysis might be feasible in a career pathways program that randomly assigns specific program enhancements such that the benefits of the enhancement can be experimentally estimated.

Finally, research can expand the analysis to understand how costs and benefits differ by observable subgroups of study participants. For example, differences in the costs and benefits of the program for participants who enter with certain levels of educational attainment or those who enter from employment versus unemployment might be of particular programmatic interest.

5.3 Data Sources

A variety of data sources are likely to be available for a cost analysis of any career pathways program. This section summarizes different types of data sources:

- **Profiles of programs** give a high-level overview of the program, plus detail program goals, target population, and structure. Profiles also describe each program’s career pathways components. This information can be used to identify program inputs. It also can be used to prepare survey or cost collection interview questions.

- **Qualitative data from an implementation study** such as notes from site visits, documents related to the program, and observation of program activities provide details on program components and structures that might be useful to prepare survey or cost collection interview questions. This information also can be used to estimate costs if direct data collection is not feasible.

- **Cost data collection interviews** are interviews with program staff specifically focused on gathering information on operations and costs. These interviews allow researchers to develop a comprehensive list of program inputs and associated costs.
• **Follow-up surveys** are designed to collect information on outcomes such as service receipt, educational attainment, income, debt, and participation in public benefits programs. As described earlier, such outcomes can be important for measuring benefits and costs.

• **National administrative data** are a second source of reliable information on outcomes. Specific data sets, such as those described in Exhibit A.2, might offer access to comprehensive records of earnings, employment, and educational pursuits, among other possible outcomes, for everyone involved in the study, whether in the treatment group or not.

• **Program records** might only have information for treatment group members (versus follow-up surveys or administrative data, with could have data on both treatment and controls), but program records could be useful to refine estimates of costs to individuals. For example, a more precise measure of the cost to degree/certificate attainment in terms of specific program components might make use of program records.

• **Surveys of employers** can be used to identify benefits to employers of the program, particularly if the intervention is targeting a particular industry and/or has partnerships with employers such that identification of employers is feasible.

A logical starting point for identifying the most appropriate data sources for a career pathways program evaluation is the set of studies summarized in Exhibit A.1 as well as the data sources summarized in Exhibit A.2. Several of the studies in Exhibit A.1 have included cost analyses, summarized in Exhibit 6, and DOL can use those studies to learn about techniques and comparable findings.
### Exhibit 6. Cost Analyses in Completed and Ongoing Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Cost Analysis</th>
<th>Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost analysis</td>
<td>• WorkAdvance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• On-Ramps to Career Pathways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-benefit</td>
<td>• Health Profession Opportunity Grants (HPOG) 2.0 National and Tribal Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• JOBSTART Demonstration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Minority Female Single Parent Demonstration at the Center for Employment Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Pathways for Advancing Careers and Education (PACE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• SNAP E&amp;T Pilots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Accelerating Opportunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• I-BEST (Community College Research Center I-BEST Evaluation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-effectiveness</td>
<td>• Accelerated Training for Illinois Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Summer Career Pathways Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• YouthBuild Evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.4 Practical Considerations and Tradeoffs

Cost analysis should use observed study participant and program data wherever possible to measure impacts and outcomes, but complete data on all benefits and costs are not always available. If data are not available, imputation techniques and assumptions regarding values for costs or benefits can be used to complete the analysis. This includes taking benchmarks from external research and developing projections about future earnings based on observed data.

Additionally, the results of cost-benefit analysis can hinge on assumptions and projections such as those described in the prior subsections. To assess how important these assumptions are to the conclusions, researchers should follow the standard practice of conducting a sensitivity analysis for each assumption. Specifically, NPV should be recalculated using alternative values for the various assumptions made.
SUMMARY AND FRAMEWORK FOR CONSIDERING RESEARCH OPTIONS

6. Summary and Framework for Considering Research Options

This report provides a set of options for DOL to consider for future research on career pathways initiatives. The research questions discussed in this report stem from a knowledge development effort (completed in February 2017) that produced reports on (1) research and evaluation relevant to career pathways approaches, (2) the implementation of existing career pathways initiatives, and (3) the potential for career pathways approaches in early care and education (ECE). Through that work we examined existing research on career pathways, identified gaps in knowledge, and solicited input on high priority questions for the career pathways field. We then narrowed down the questions in collaboration with DOL to a list that reflect those most relevant to the workforce development field and that also are less likely to be fully addressed by current ongoing research. It is important to note that a number of ongoing studies have reported or will soon be reporting early impact and implementation results subsequent to that knowledge development effort; DOL may wish to revisit their career pathways research agenda as results are released so that future research can be informed by the very latest knowledge.

The report has considered several types of impact research questions. One of these involved the long-term follow-up of career pathways program study participants. Another involved the study of individual program components in the context of an experiment. A third involved examining impacts on subgroups of interest. We also examined research questions that involve the description of workers’ career trajectories in the labor market in general and in particular industries, outside the context of career pathways programs, as well as a research question that would explore the role of the workforce system in these programs. Finally, we examined cost-related questions. For each question, we identified one or more possibilities for answering it, along with identifying potential data sources. Across these, we have considered qualitative and descriptive approaches as well as quantitative approaches that can help advance the state of knowledge; indeed, bringing multiple perspectives together will enrich what we can learn about the questions at hand.

This concluding section synthesizes the wide range of information and options contained within this report to assist DOL in selecting the most appropriate design option(s) for future investments. Specifically, it focuses on the nature of each research question (that is, what to ask: causal or descriptive), considerations in selecting different options (that is, how to ask: what approaches to take); and factors in choosing research locations (that is, where to ask). The remainder of this chapter elaborates on these what, how, and where aspects of future research.

6.1 What to Ask: The Causal or Descriptive Nature of a Research Question

The first step in implementing one of the design options recommended in this report is to clearly characterize the nature of the motivating research question as descriptive or causal. Earlier sections of this report demonstrated that this is directly related to the research design. For example, while an experimental design may be necessary to address a causal question, it is not necessary for a descriptive one. The selection of what research questions to pursue will most likely be informed by the variety of ongoing studies at DOL and elsewhere.
6.2 How to Ask: Approaches to Research Questions and Framework for Considering Options

This section explores considerations for choosing among methods for approaching the four groups of research questions for future studies of career pathways initiatives. The nature of various design option tradeoffs differs depending on the nature of the motivating research question, and the specific research question itself. We describe these considerations separately for questions focused on measuring causal impact, implementation-related questions, and questions focused on addressing career trajectories and cost research.

6.2.1 Approaches to Addressing Causal Impact Questions

Below we discuss the rigor of various approaches to answering questions of causality. In the context of research to identify the causal impacts of an intervention, rigor has two main dimensions: internal and external validity. As noted in Chapter 2, internal validity refers to an evaluation design’s ability to rule out alternative explanations for an observed change in outcomes. External validity refers to the generalizability of the evaluation’s results: the results have relevance to other places, populations, and times.

Experimental designs are the most rigorous in terms of internal validity, their ability to answer causal questions: they allow for the discovery of causal relationships with a high level of certainty. Quasi-experimental designs are less rigorous for answering causal questions, and comparative designs that do not attempt to mimic experimental conditions are the least rigorous. As for the dimension of rigor that considers external validity, quasi-experiments are commonly thought to have the potential to be better than experiments. That said, current research on the external validity of experiments suggests that this need not be the case.32 Indeed, future experiments should implement the recommendations from that research in order to enhance the potential generalizability of their results. For this reason, we suggest that, on external validity grounds, there is not a large difference among the approaches considered here. As a result, the rigor assessment (see Exhibit 7) focuses on internal validity and the approach’s ability to support causal claims.

It is beyond the scope of this report to examine specific evaluation costs; and any specific research would involve a wide variety of factors that would contribute to its cost. Instead, we provide general estimates of whether costs of an approach are anticipated to be low, moderate, or high. A rough gauge for these might be that a “low” cost effort can reasonably be undertaken for less than $1 million, and certainly in some cases much less than that. A “moderate” cost effort would be in the range of $1-2 million, and a “high” cost effort would cost more than that, possibly being a multi-million dollar investment.

We recognize that important efforts are underway to encourage low-cost experimentation (Laura and John Arnold Foundation, 2015). These efforts achieve low cost by involving existing initiatives where key outcome measures come from existing or administrative data. We urge DOL to consider how those recommendations can be integrated with future research planning. That said, not all questions can be answered within those constraints, and it will cost more to undertake new

---

32 Peck (2017) explains the issues and links to the major sources in this literature.
demonstrations, try new programmatic advancements, and collect data via surveys when administrative data do not capture important outcomes of interest.

As shown in Exhibit 7, the most rigorous approach for addressing questions of causality would be to conduct new experimental impact studies. Depending on the specifics of the evaluation (e.g., whether outcome data can come from existing, administrative sources or would require a survey), new experiments are probably also the most costly of the options for examining causal impacts. We consider this option to be of high value because DOL would be able to determine all aspects of the study, shaping the research to meet its very specific information needs.

**Exhibit 7. Framework for Considering Tradeoffs across Research Approach Options for Causal Questions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Rigor</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conduct new experiments</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate-High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-analyze existing experiments</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low-Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use quasi-experimental designs, analyses</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low-Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-analyses</td>
<td>Moderate-High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally, approaches to impact estimation that are less costly and easier to carry out also are those of lower rigor, although this is not an absolute rule. Reanalyzing existing experimental data may be a relatively low-cost option, but DOL would be limited in its questions to those that would be answerable given the existing data. Finally, a meta-analysis across existing studies—especially if those selected for analysis used rigorous designs—can provide high-value and rigorous results, at a relatively lower cost.

Consider the case of analyzing the impacts of a career pathways initiative on a given participant subgroup of interest. Analyzing the impacts of a program for a subgroup that was not previously analyzed in an existing study is relatively straightforward and can be done (once data are available) relatively quickly at a low cost. Mounting an entirely new study will take more time, effort, and resources. That said, the new study might answer a greater number and diversity of research questions beyond the specific subgroup of interest, and so the greater investment might be worthwhile.

In addition to answering causal questions, answering descriptive questions is also important; and this project has identified them as among the high priority areas of study.

### 6.2.2 Approaches to Conducting Implementation Research

Like other research designs, the approach to an implementation study is driven by the research questions and can be used to meet different goals. Implementation research can be used to support impact studies, providing critical qualitative and quantitative information for generating theories and research questions, interpreting impacts, and replicating results. As such, implementation research is an essential partner to these studies in that it provides important details about the content and operations of the program or initiative being evaluated and the extent to which the program operated as planned. Qualitative implementation research can also supplement the understanding of other quantitative analyses, such as gaining the worker perspective on factors that affected program participation or career trajectories, to shed light on potential causes of observed patterns. In these cases, the costs of implementation research are part of a larger, often mid- to high-cost study.

Relatedly, implementation evaluation can often serve as a gateway for decisions about impact studies.
Implementation studies can also stand on their own, without a specific connection to outcome or impact data. Such studies cannot determine causality but, as discussed above, they can be used to address issues critical to policymakers and program administrators, such as the role of the workforce system in career pathway programs. They can provide a detailed picture of program operations, often at a number of locations, and can result in a deeper understanding of the potential and limitations of interventions, as well as generate theories for study. For example, detailed implementation studies could help identify career pathways program components, and combinations of components for future impact research.

A limitation of stand-alone implementation studies, in addition to not being able to answer questions of causality, is that they are unlikely to be statistically representative, and thus generalizing the findings can be problematic. While the rigor of this type of study can be improved through the inclusion of more sites and careful site selection, this will also increase the cost of the study. Overall, however, implementation studies can be conducted at a lower cost than causal studies while yielding important information to the field and identifying areas for future inquiry.

### 6.2.3 Approaches to Addressing Questions about Career Trajectories

Design options for answering descriptive questions about workers’ career trajectories in the labor market are best determined by examining the specific objectives of the planned research inquiry. For example, an analysis of career trajectories using government survey data provides a high level of generalizability because it will provide reliable estimates of trajectories that might represent the entire economy, while data from large firms provides less rigor because it is unlikely to be representative of the population of interest. Studies based on qualitative interviews of workers in a targeted industry may be even less representative because they will likely include smaller numbers of workers.

Because career pathways programs are by design focused on targeted industries, the tradeoff between a large representative survey and a smaller, more focused set of data in terms of generalizability may be merited if researchers are examining very specific questions about the nature of a particular career trajectory in a particular industry, such as trying to better understand barriers to advancement and why previous efforts to addressing those barriers have not succeeded. In such cases qualitative interviews may be the best way to access data rich enough to address the questions of interest. As discussed earlier, one way to obtain both representativeness and insight into a specific career trajectory or industry is to conduct a new survey; that can be very expensive but perhaps is worth considering for a very large industry, such as healthcare, given its share of employment and rate of employment growth (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015). Another option, again as discussed above, is to collect data from large employers in the industries of interest; however, such information is not as helpful when workers transition between employers.

### 6.2.4 Approaches to Addressing Cost Questions

Cost studies are inextricably bound up in their relationship to outcome and impact data. Cost analysis should use observed study participant and program data wherever possible to measure impacts and outcomes, and are often part of such larger studies, but complete data on all benefits and costs are not always available. If data are not available, imputation techniques and assumptions regarding values
for costs or benefits can be used to complete the analysis. This includes taking benchmarks from external research and developing projections about future earnings based on observed data.

The results of cost-benefit analysis can hinge on a variety of assumptions and projections such as those discussed in Chapter 5. For that reason it is critical that researchers conduct a sensitivity analysis for each assumption to assess how important these assumptions are to the conclusions reached.

6.3 Where to Ask: Location Considerations

With tradeoffs associated with the “what” and the “how” addressed, we now turn to issues of “where.” Selection of locations for research is driven by where one can find career pathway programs in the industries and with the program components and populations of particular interest. In selecting sites for future research, DOL should consider establishing site/program selection criteria that will offer the best potential for testing the research questions of interest and allow for collection of high-quality data and rigorous analysis.

The type of training provider is a factor in identifying locations that are or should be the subject of future research. The traditional setting for career pathways and related research has been through a range of training providers, most prominently community and technical colleges. These institutions—having played a key role in providing career pathways training to individuals who are seeking to enhance their skills or to enter new fields entirely—are especially well suited to providing career pathways faculty, programs of study, facilities, accelerated completion, and accredited credentials. However, as the career pathway field grows, there may also be other locations that provide strong evaluation opportunities.

More broadly, the following are some criteria that DOL should consider in targeting and/or recruiting locations, sites, or programs for future research. The selected locations should:

- Have a well-developed career pathways program (one that includes many elements of the WIOA definition, for example, and has been operating for some time)
- Offer more than one pathway step of education and training, to sharpen the contrast with traditional job training approaches
- Operate at sufficient scale to evaluate the program (given selected design)
- Demonstrate a local labor market demand for the training, skills, and credentials that the program provides
- Have strong and established partnerships with employers
- Target a set of specific sectors and occupations (e.g., allied health, manufacturing, nursing, data science), including cross-sector occupational clusters (e.g., accounting, information technology, office administration).
- Provide comprehensive supports, such as case management, financial aid and/or Individual Training Accounts, transportation and child care assistance, etc.
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- Target one or more specific underrepresented subpopulations (e.g., people of Hispanic ethnicity, youth, people with criminal backgrounds) and/or target occupations and sectors that typically attract underrepresented subpopulations of interest

- Be committed to participating in the evaluation, if commitment to its protocols is needed to implement the research design

6.4 Conclusion

In sum, we are excited about the future of research on career pathways initiatives to answer career pathways research questions critical to policymakers and program administrators in the workforce development field as well as elsewhere. This report has explored a range of research design options available to address different types of questions; considerations such as rigor, cost, and appropriate fit for the questions being asked can help guide DOL in setting its future career pathways research agenda.
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